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1Miniature Series, 1975
 after collage work by Joe Brainard
I fell in love with matchbooks
by accident.  My hands agreed.
So there’s Superman
slipping on a banana peel
and the Thomas Jefferson posy,
black gum drops on fire.
Here are my hands and they do this
with me.  Time flies and the cityscape 
is a ticket, finch snuggled in a conch shell. 
Four Sunday cherries, Chesterfields, 
bikini briefs and a parrot.
I couldn’t have done it without you, hands.
How about a cigarette?
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2The Moon Is New
 for those italicized and heroic
The moon is new       I bleed
no moon in the sky
and four fingers deep inside
like my tatty twine bracelet
           Make it pretty-ugly  ugly-pretty
about to give birth
                      Twine around my wrist for Debi
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3Get Debt Relief
Get debt relief now
Dahlia          crimson with yellow tips
I could eat a poisonous flower
cover eyes with a coin
“Money affects virtually every interaction
we have with other people”
I’m dying        pushing my grey body
toward the make-up counter
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When I was little I cut off the heads of many lords 
I can’t count on the unlooked for energy that took 
to rise in me at will, but I’ve strengthened my ability 
to make a stand firm surface.  A steady demeanor 
will drive conflicted information away, back to 
the abyss from whence it came, but I’ll be right 
here the morning after wracked in a private shame 
too terrible to admit and utterly inconsequential.  
Any channel can tell.  Due process appears in beauty 
and salacious misgiving at once; an agility borne 
from creative malice, a benign insecurity.  The plain 
truth: I forget the curtains are open sometimes 
and the hands wander.  That’s why I’m destined for 
the side exit.  Will the false preacher soundproof 
the walls?  The room stares back from its things
I spin out and pick a stance for swill’s sake fearing 
the return of contact and its inevitable pull on my 
devotions.  How do you prepare for what isn’t in
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5your narrow line of sight?  Let the grip take hold 
and fight for this wallowing obeisance.  Describe 
the closest point of deanimation as if only it can 
save you from emotion’s hideous glare, scuttled 
on the fade into demi-sleep, lines holding froth
Take out the recycling; use the seamless experience 
to fit any décor, leaping impossibly high while 
spinning in hyper slo mo, lying shattered like 
a digitized blue stick person, and after uttering 
the twisted lines he sank back into their throne 
He’d swung against and, unbended, changed 
carriers.  Five years ago I put this wheel on this stick
Warbling a ditty wishing not to evade her
he understands the end of the world, will not waste 
time feeling your pain, and everything tragic 
in between is unworthy of comprehension.  Cuddle 
gut staunch in defense.  Clams, they’re coming
I don’t want love or remorse to follow, I want 
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6them in the way, things to burst through, corollaries 
to be roped and tackled by, surprise, get killed
and thank you.  Reversible cockpit dragged around 
by strings, behaving with survivors’ righteousness 
as informed by the local rag smiling at thee.  Gadgets 
sugar-coated, the limpid diction of crossword plug-ins 
preying on brain.  See hand cover lens, outrage sighs 
with competitive relief, heir to a calamitous invisibility 
To quell demands of irrelevance I abandoned fiction 
and film for the diversions of plow and hearth 
These soft hands are a lie.  There is music 
everywhere, open containers of booze, shafts 
of light moving through cityscapes, anxious work
health, fate, tributes to friends recently gone 
The language of rotting imperialist bodies echoes 
the sixties and its radical smile.  Blood for blood off 
air eventually pulling away.  Plane rides don’t 
generate, garden state brickface, insights, you’re 
7in control.  Plastic baby spread your arms in front 
of the green chalk outline of wrathful happenstance 
and dig the post-cataclysm report.  The image 
doesn’t mean to conjure a painful memory, but won’t 
give up doing so freely.  Why, for the torrential 
stink comes near such certitude staving off concision
Would your God be bored if everyone was happy? 
Waiting for someone to bum out of somewhere 
holding out for come along.  Promised mines
We’re gonna deny ‘til the end.  What.  Soft front 
in a sieve.  Along the tramside, freon daze 
to replenish the storied pressure.  You terrorize 
the moon with glee and I can’t be hard to understand
Twisted impulse to describe.  Hideous movie 
trigger.  Throw me in a book, freeze it, waste 
product of a voice staving off the elemental fidget
Single incidents have erased escalation 
from the surface of our fears.  What good to be hack
8-sawed during limo rides?  Hide your collateral hooey 
in identity theft accepting renewal orders.  Guilt 
by proxy in participatory communal investigation 
Copycat pre-emption, an obscure murder string 
on the public glide by sight.  The victim was a John 
doughnut pining for leadership in the passenger seat
They came at you with love and the harmony of low 
expectations during off hours.  They’ll pay you 
for your opinion while you bring it live to 
the transient geometry of an empty news vessel
Flummoxed safety drill phases itself out
whacked in the chiseled grime, skinned plot hung 
in a meat locker suckers like me never see, guided 
through non-recall, the same way they did before
attain.  Moment of scarce motion.   Anyone damaged 
or killed at the expense of my dignified abrasion 
never was there.  Three zero seven am buzzsaw 
blues but joyful for an unfocused minute liger-like
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9so huge and uncomfortable in time and space, drops 
from a plastic straw, gesturing in these old photos 
as if to say I am telling you something of great 
significance about the bugs in your hair.  Hang 
a manwich in the air and its mouths bite back
Equations filled with sentiment made degradation 
acceptable for a moment.  Dejectable subvices 
encounter my restless self-shredder.  I can quail 
at varying speeds unbeknownst to the there you 
are crowd.  I only see money when I look at 
miniature boxes on spread sheets.  How common 
is it for a person to be defined by their weakest 
moments under public scrutiny?  How common 
is it for those who endure no public scrutiny to revel 
in their supposed weaknesses.  The televised image 
faking consensus, the signed statement groping 
tonally for authority.  It’s a shame I have to be sick 
to surround myself with thought in practice.  Space 
10
begging to be filled by the names opinions take.  Wolf 
blitzed by the Big Aristotle.  The Fatalist reminding 
me meaning has its rulers.  Perhaps so many look for 
reassurance in the threat of meaning because they 
know its being made for them.  I can’t be a site
alas, kerplunk.  Whatever it is it deserves a banner 
if it can hold our attention.  Am I supposed to 
believe we’re receiving information?  Can I defect 
back to curious skepticism in the moonlight, stone 
rabbit?  Next to the people I know doing it is a 
box-framed bloody claw.  Is she thinking about 
the descent, the sharpie marked inner child strewn 
along loose cable cords?  Promise to illustrate 
your point about inhuman language with depthful 
examples of subzero tenderness and I’ll continue 
smoking up like a balcony loving to curl into a fist
Regurgitation means birdy love.  Of each night’s 
folding shot away from my flagging solo dismount 
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I don’t beg a stay.  Fucking order.  I could be 
stepping up the intensity, tearing out some molecules 
on loan for the primordial boot and chucking 
the pseudo-leveraged flail for vengeance.  This 
hackneyed analysis of our coat of arms disguised 
as historic arc of will.  Great subjugation termites 
mugging for the epoch.  Would sit in the rectangular 
room watching instant replay on the square for hours
It called for me.  Middle class heat from a lowered 
mound.  The promise of an interesting life 
in the signals.  Little arms entering realm 
of slipshod targeting.   And being outraged by 
the outrage is another victory for torture.  Woke up 
saying things again, knowing it was a set up 
but unable to call it off.  Irrelevance beckons.  
Certain in-between fates made a break for it
were ridden down, so I could turn myself into 
a dozen shots.  Imagine the spooks and their out 
12
of date computers.  Are we content with a migration 
back to productivity as measured by holding on tight? 
Doling out snippets of the next great tectonic shift
The Mansquito coils to strike its enemies, leading 
us to work through a gentle maze of self-assessments
I know all the bottled water isn’t fooling anyone but 
a gleam of stratosphere might soothe the scrum
13
Notes on Shy Trees
1
She is 29 hibernating tangos, 29 small collides.  Sometimes cuts her bangs 
with childproof scissors.  Her bangs are jagged or slanted like the fake Derain 
hanging above the dresser next to the window.  She waves to shy trees on the 
other side of slit shades.  The shy trees invite her to tea.  She will come from 
behind the glass after she calls the landlord, rent will be late.
2
He is I miss you, a slip of figurative sand burying chain letters.  The dance 
is all there is, is never when at a tea party on the side of the road with 
matching, striped cups and saucers, causing traffic.  This tea party on the side 
of the road beside the sugarberry trees is, nonetheless, a welcome home party. 
He wants a puppet, tries to make her bend.
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With Apprehension
You amputate 
our laboring cardamom plants
gummy with syrup. 
Sour rustsmell in tangled garden.
Atrophied limbs against stone pathway,
paper sailboats shake in puddles near rose heaths;
but honey, it’s never enough water to sail us away.
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Looking Up 
from a book I was reading about a great
dead architect I saw not the fabulous 
empty pale blue almost white desert 
sky above the brand new sewage 
treatment plant.  Nor my handwriting 
in which I had thankfully never written 
stellar advertisements for starlight in
the sky.  Just a few artificial contrails 
for me with my eyes to follow, fading
like the thought that had made me raise
my face to catch them at all.  Now
only the pure white drug interdiction
blimp tethered to a bristling radar
installation remains, scanning the sixty
or so miles between this town
and the border for movement dispositive 
of a human trying to survive.  Goodbye 
Robert Creeley, you died not far 
from here, in Midlands, looking out 
over the plains.  No more will 
your fractured days emerge for us 
to live a little while in, though we have 
your collected poems of which there
are many.  And farewell Kenneth Koch,
whom I also never met.  Reading his
kaleidoscopes makes me wonder if now
perhaps he is not a lawn chair, knocked
over last night by a pack of javelina
that scared Richard awake and made
him wander to his table, still half asleep.
Or a blue telephone, waiting in the forest 
to ring.  This book you are holding is
about dying, as will be the next one 
upon which you lay your hands.  Thank 
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you for listening.  Now let us both go 
separately into the city and forget 
everything but our little prescriptions.
17
Title: Juxtaposition of Peace 
Medium: Mixed Media
Size: 3” x 5”
Artist: Unknown
Copper wire threads through the seam of anachronism.
Betty Crocker’s mitted hands hold a tray of cutout rookies dotted 
by semi-automatic chips.  The copper is interrupted by a match, its 
tip like a cough in the cathedral at the moment of I Do.
The narrative extends itself into a mirrored carnival room where 
juxtaposition stares at its objects.  A suicide might be like this.  
Lucky strike upon the full belly of acrylic rising from the surface.
I Want to Kill FOr my CountRY adhered to the handle of the 
oven, its damp message rippling like a tired white flag.
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A Complex Lattice
The symbol shows only 
all its previous lives
A crop-duster
in the form of a fish
Don’t just stand there
Throw it at him
Weld up 
a complex lattice
art-hate / hate-art
form it into the shape of a fish
What could an art object be, anyway?  “Fresh Widow”?  “Why Not Sneeze 
Rose Selavy?”?
(If one has enough patience (and motor skill), they can cut select parts (arms, 
legs, entire torsos) off of army men and fuse them together with magnifying 
glasses or sodering [sic] irons, creating super soldiers.)
I mean usually with movies, if you’re dark, you’re a bad guy.  That’s it.  I turned 
down a million bad guy things.
The conveyor belt ground to a halt, and alarms started to go off.  The man’s 
body changed into a woman’s.
“Look it is a fish, fishes, 
turtle, saltwater crocodile
with body, individuals, individual, 
heart, fishes, couple, humans, person, 
human, persons, people, fish, love 
$11.95, Usually ships in 1-2 weeks”
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“I think you’re doing very good work just now, 
and I send you a hug”
“He has no license to do the work 
but he believes he is helping people”
Little cherubs fill the air around me 
weeping, thanking me for my work
DON’T JUST STAND THERE
 waist-deep in stirring murky water
THROW IT AT HIM
“Oh shit,” according to
“Well, a bad day for them”
>US Soldier Taunts Iraq Kids With Water
>US troops taunt kids in Iraq with water bottles
>US soldiers taunt Iraqi kids with water
>US soliders [sic] taunt kids with water
>American soldiers taunt iraq kids with water
>Water Taunting
>Soldiers Taunt Kids
>US Soldiers Taunting Iraqi Children With Water Bottles
“Look”
a mermaid said to me,
“Those are my mermaids!”
 No they, are not, they are, mine
Have not read the book, yet.  I have 
a few questions.  Could someone contact me
so I can get some clarity?  Thank You.
20
a rib 
a rib & 
a rib 
a rib & 
a rib & 
a rib 
He has no license to do the work
A crop-duster shaped like a fish
coming in low overhead
There’s ain’t nobody here but us chickens!
There ain’t nobody here at all!
those are 
         (a green strand around)
my mermaids
A complex wind-powered contraption
(where wind equals what?)
shaped like a fish
Have not read the book, yet.
I have a few questions.
Could someone contact me
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Printer’s Error (Por trait)
Fake advantage of best photographic time
[penlike [         ] snapping (it!) into your own eye]
& frame, [be]held like snapping-turtle shell (both hands)
Scute by scute, in response to or as the encroaching
The master-narratives, sure, the eye-onramps
Are inexpensive, the concerns are ma[d Hat]terial.  Fake
                           [disregard ^^^^^ (later)]
Glue molding the face of the composition
Together? [“Roof over [the front of] your head”]
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from The Milky Way
sea air land
kinkajou.    starstruck petiole 
allowance for time and 
distance ringlets upwards 
upwards crotch and crown.
    plover masked 
rain but bottle-shaped lifts 
intending to sway forgets 
back         dive
look pennant with the strap 
paste freely under shade 
nautical. roundels. roll 
stretch and dim
  sent soft 
of traces wave air to matter 
laps at hull pink strength 
sky     my wager placed 
with nightjar
         marlin superfluous
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from Voyager I
A line is a difficult figure.
For lines assure the arrival of history.
To lessen thinking, think of a number.
Not of the world.
One.
One.
Lines ground process.
They transfer displaced presence to other areas of the work in question.
Thus they reflect the order of a river.
This premise might indeed move the river.
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He may believe in strictly limited forms.
For there is pleasure in a difficult process.
And order in a melancholy process.
Some utter servant.
Voice, reason, nation.
The horses on the record lived long.
Be at home in the field and the tides.
Two.  One.
There might be problems at home.
Swiftly the pieces fall into place. 
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He cannot say relinquish it thus.
For reason is a matter of policy.
Humanity can devise no other law.
One.
Silence the voice in the conduct of creation.
Community is the cumulative effect of all possible speech. 
But he wishes to act as a mouthpiece for the unknown.
Listen.
At the end of the recording he talks of a kingdom.
The world is a formal approach.
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Broken Sonnet
It ’s a Wonder ful Life
If Bedford Falls is
a chrysalis of hanging Christmas lights—
the bleed-up, all in one:
a tie-dye knot, a wish—then my life
was sprung from a tinfoil star
and Jimmy Stewart’s twang.
I still recall the hymn
my father sang as he lay in bed:
low oooos, melodic runs,
a hollow in the wall
where his voice
hung then
dawn floating
like a ribboned boomerang.
How then, can a cozy name
betray our need for something
ultrahuman, polychrome?
We pause on bridges, beaches, daisied hills
as if Jimmy were kissing Donna Reed,
but the satellites
are never coming home.  We live
in peek-a-boo stars.
In afterthrills.
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Broken Sonnet
Diagram in the Fire
There was a story we’d been meaning 
to tell you.  You who never cared 
for endings.  Who 
lost your hearing on a listless bay, then found it 
sluicing cedars.  Who
set fire to keepsake dolls 
that never said a word.  
You said they never would.  
A pair of somethings hid 
far past the flames, the field.  A space unveiled 
in every kind of night.  
You’d heard enough to know 
the dolls made ruddy faces then,
their jackets settling into lacquer.  
Clothes clothed,
the unraveled eyes,
the hushings-up:  
They’re all a part, all orchestrated now, now in voice.  
Treetops:  Told.  
A warning, skin:  Told.  
Our engulfing smallness:  Told.      Told.                  Told.
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Guidebook Embarrassment
What I saw—what I now think I saw
was the Madonna della Mela by Luca della Robbia
and the Madonna Panciatichi by Desiderio da Settignano
and the Bacchus With Pard by Jacopo Sansovino—
but I was on the wrong page of the guidebook—
and so I missed the full effect—what I got
was an itchy fuzzy kind of feeling; because,
what I thought I was seeing was
the Birth of Jesus by Antonio Pollaiolo
and the Bust of a Woman With a Cornucopia by Tino di Camaino
and the Decapitation by Andrea del Verrocchio—
or else, for a minute I also considered
that these all might be Scenes From the Life of Saint Zanobi.
The guidebook was confusing, and the museum was jammed,
and my lower back started creaking the way it does.
So when I emerged my whole sensation was woolly,
as if the museum visit happened ten years ago
and melded and merged across the years with several other museums
and several other guidebooks and someone’s Renaissance calendar.
In the piazza I stood frowning.  Sunshine hit the guidebook
so the pages were only white glare.  Someone said
Wasn’t the art incredible, and I didn’t want to seem like
just a woolly donkey oblivious of our marvelous Western heritage
so I said I kind of liked the Birth of Jesus by Pollaiolo
though I missed the three kings.
To this, people replied “Uh huh” sort of neutrally.
I said I wasn’t so keen on the Decapitation by Verrocchio
because (I observed humorously) “You couldn’t even tell
whose head was going to be chopped off.”  People glanced at me
sideways when I said this.  I began to sense
that I’d missed the right experience,
my experience had been wrong or maybe
not an experience at all.  And now I just wanted lunch,
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I wanted to sit down in a pizzeria with smooth tablecloths
and talk about ravioli instead of art.  Sometimes
you might by mistake order the wrong kind of ravioli
but it wouldn’t mean you were missing
some key to the profound meaning of civilization.
If you want ravioli stuffed with carciofi
and you get ravioli stuffed with funghi
this is just a funny little surprise and maybe a happy adventure.
If the menu is confusing, it’s still just a menu.
But when the guidebook is confusing,
you stare at the Madonna della Mela by Luca della Robbia
and you try to think Ah this is an interesting interpretation
of the Birth of Jesus, by Antonio Pollaiolo, with no Nativity scene,
and the Mela must metaphorically represent the gifts of the Magi,
and you stare at the Madonna Panciatichi by Desiderio da Settignano
and you try to think Ah this is how Tino di Camaino
represented the abundance of life, so in a sense
her belly must be the cornucopia, along with her bust.
And you stare at a Bacchus whose head is not off
and you try to think Okay I guess too much wine
does in a way kind of decapitate a person
and maybe that big cat there is just about to do something terrible?
You try to think sensitively like this,
but the sensitive thoughts are not sticking to the great art
because it’s the wrong great art
and the itch-fuzz feeling starts
and the names Tino di Camaino and Antonio Pollaiolo and Andrea del 
    Verrocchio
sound suspiciously like nothing but antique boxes of syllables.
Standing in the sweaty piazza I just hated that whole Italian circus
for being nothing but a cornucopia of gaudy noise
without a good guidebook, and hated myself for believing
the guidebook could make it all Marvelous and Inspiring
if you just found the correct page—
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and I didn’t cheer up till we got to Ristorante Cellini
and I studied eggplant parmigiana with vino rosso:
Let’s see, which of these is the food and which is the drink?
Not a puzzle!  And I felt sure
that even in the Life of old Saint Zanobi there were Scenes
that had a lot more to do with melanzane and vino
than with Virgin Birth and Decapitation and haloes.
A lot more . . .
  But then after the tiramisu
which was fairly good but a bit too heavy
we left the Cellini and walked through the open-air market
where the eyes of the piled fish said:
We were helpless mechanisms of hunger
flushed into the green dark glut of the world
and scooped out of it
to lie stacked mindless on cubes of ice
and by the time we got to the hotel I was vaguely thinking
there must be some proof that we are DEEPLY
different from the market’s catch of the day
and I thought:  Tomorrow I will buy a new guidebook,
a big one that is very clear.
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Elephant
On the other hand, it must be understood
I am a different kind of failure
When we get too close.  The molecules get mixed up.
*kiss kiss*  like that.
The contact, discreet or otherwise, the heat,
The fidgeting, it spoils all the instruments.
And the heat—I lose sight when I need it most.
I needed to see what was inside that dress,
The sturdy empress cut.  Ivory trail.
Waiting for the shadow to reach me,
The quick curve, it would reach me too late:  I couldn’t untie that
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Contrite
 Guilt only entitles the guilty . . .
 —Robert Walser, “The Story of the Prodigal Son”
Do excuse the luminous toxin that migrated 
from the stash in my handbag to your tuna sushi. 
Please accept my condolences on the fatal stabbing 
(with a butter cream encrusted cake cutter) 
of the matron of honor at your wedding reception. 
Forgive me for introducing your new husband 
(the uprooted, sad-eyed Jew) to my stock broker 
as a “forlorn pork spurner.”  I meant no harm. 
I just had nothing left in the tolerance tank. 
For 8 weeks now I’ve been dating a grave robber 
who’ll never take me out at night.  I’m sick 
of lunches in broad daylight with this drowsy 
guy who has lead colored dirt packed under 
his nails.  Waiters stare at his hands like 
they’ve seen a spook when he points out
what he wants on the menu, usually something 
drowning in gravy.  Most of all: pardon me 
for riding roughshod over your tender confession 
about poisoning your mother over the course 
of a decade, a project you reported the results 
of twice daily on your formerly anonymous 
blog called TOXICMOM.COM.
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Letter from the Middle Ages
The barbarians are colorful and inventive 
and we envy the heck out of them.  Six lashes 
for monks who sing out of tune.  Altar boys 
get slapped for stuttering or coughing.  My 
youngest daughter, kidnapped after morning
Mass, energetically fended off every rescuer.
However unworthy or out of date I send you 
the peppercorn of my affections, the pinkening 
pomegranate of my regard, praying hard 
that these greetings embrace you across the named 
ages which divide us (though we’re mindful 
history never falls into such simplistic divisions).
Not a hopeful century I’m stuck in, full 
of haggard cooks, ragged armies and few 
laws, scribbled by tallow candles’ grimy light. 
Unicorns sightings provide faint consolation. 
Attempts to enforce celibacy on the priesthood 
continue to fail. (More about that later . . .)
Future-dwelling pen pal:  my own era repels me, 
whereas other places, times and climes beckon.
Is there not some way we can, by Christ’s grace,
trade places?  Even if only for a day?  I have 
striven to locate myself in spirit in other ages, 
alas, to no avail.  Only your letters, and the love
of my dear (if runty) ones sustain me.  How I long
to yank open a “fridge” and stare in, zip a zipper, 
channel surf, sample antibiotics and a hundred 
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other coming attractions your missives describe. 
Except for this pesky death stuff we’re all fine here, 
coming to tardy consciousness of our wickedness 
every day, seizing the property of our weaker 
neighbors, watching peasants get arrested, 
valuing the sweet and savory equally in our cuisine, 
and even while pawning hymnals to get money for drink, 
putting all confidence in god.  Boldly we ride into war, 
bible quotations emblazoned on our helmets.  The barbarians, 
who get to wear all the eye makeup they like, 
find us comic.  A handsome lot, not one among them 
is odious, vulgar or sluttish.  Their eyes shine 
with sweet wonder.  Their breath smells of cloves. 
Like shy virgins they clap their hands over their mouths 
when they laugh, hiding perfect teeth made of stained glass. 
35
Broken Lines 
This act did not annul you.
It’s difficult, though, not to feel 
left behind by your suicide, 
like a child who flunked 
third grade plunked down
in a rickety folding chair 
to watch a parade of classmates 
graduate.  Congrats.  The earth 
still pirouettes.  Horse doctors 
continue to write haiku and mend 
split hooves.  We keep telling each 
other you had the right (since every-
body does) and made a brave end. 
But how’re we supposed to maintain 
after you brutally subtracted yourself 
from the habitable?  Our anguish 
areas ever-expanding, just like our 
horizons.  Keep an eye on us, will ya? 
Don’t let your friends get too sullen 
or puckered.  Deep in the background 
of erudite or wasted conversations, 
let us intuit you as subtext, 
as static, some fuzzy transmission 
from the deserted city you’ve got 
all to yourself now, big guy.
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My Prague
 In Memory of Allen Ginsberg
hypo gunned into reflection atop 
my cheap pineapple-posted painted bed
     seeing myself next to your wooden desk
large windowed Brooklyn College office
     you     eating a sandwich      me     twenty-five
fresh from Los Angeles     motorcycle
booted     jotting in notebook:  poets born,
not made       &     no more gay/AIDS thing     &     be
 political, universal     Go to Czechoslovakia!
you said you had trouble making me out
here I am at forty-one     still wary 
of extraneous “the”s     and     “and”s     and     “a”s
(poems like walls—words stones cut to fit
cheap mortar crumbles, causes breaks; nine-ten
syllables make classic rhythm; each line
should contain  image     sound    “shimmer”)     wonder 
what you think     picture you in a plush
cloud recliner      beatnik Récamier   
my youth     good looks     no longer currency
     travels consisting mainly of summer 
train & ferry rides to and from New York 
here at tip of Cape Cod in West End where
ex-Village bohemians Phyllis and 
Israel Sklar rent out last cheap place 
in town     crown me King of the Season
each year     as encroaching gay capitalists 
buy up     remodel     add on     urn-up
     simple clapboard houses     they
take away any artist’s right to live
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I am not bitter Allen     teacher     leader
grateful to stave off  exile one more year
     happy to see your books on dusty shelves
below wall of crazy-gorgeous flower 
paintings in Phyllis’s studio     those
she let me help choose     arrange     adore
    so much fucking joy     afternoon aglow 
tapping nails     twisting wires     Izzy’s eye
next week head back to Jones Street     my job
     what do you think     a humble life     teaching
public high school teens to read/write
     world you traversed comes home to me
China     Poland     Mali     Cuba     Yemen
     Dominican Republic     Egypt     Guinea 
Puerto Rico     Senegal     Pakistan 
     Mexico     Somalia     Ivory Coast 
Venezuela     Ethiopia 
     Brazil     Bangladesh     Ghana     Honduras 
Costa Rica     Haiti     Panama 
     Columbia     Peru     Mauritania 
Ecuador     Suriname     Romania
     Sierra Leone     Liberia 
Brooklyn     Queens     the Bronx
     sons     daughters     some cared for     most cast-off
what does it mean that middle-class Irish
Catholic-raised bargain-educated 
me in tie & expensive shoes stands there
every eight a.m. forcing smile
     forcing Dickinson     Whitman     Baldwin     Twain
I King Moon Racer      wise winged lion     
on my throne      watching over spotted 
elephant      choo choo with square-wheeled caboose     
      jelly-shooting water pistol      swimming bird
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ostrich riding cowboy      boat that can’t float
      Charlie-in-a-box      broken students
on the Island of Misfit Toys      outside
castle’s institutional windows
     Chelsea’s million-dollar condos     chic gays 
shopping     so many high on crystal meth     remember
when you asked if I had drinking/drug 
problem     my moment of clarity
     you sensed right     underneath drunkologue poems
there is/was great spirit longing for union
     am I become another bourgeois bore 
clinging to ideas of faux-rebelhood 
     Old Provincetown Royalty     renegade
aging gay West Village parody
writing shrill entitled poesy     oh Allen     I fear
     my Prague is just another franchise where
paper Burger King crowns adorn heads
of card-carrying Costco masses
I retreat into movies     Joan Crawford
      how sad     in Trog!     amalgam of Planet 
of the Apes     The Miracle Worker
      her commitment to science less moving
than her motherly care of missing link—
human in furry troglodyte costume
August 25, 2006
     forty-one years after you were dubbed
King of May in Prague     then expelled
from the country     how disillusioned
you were later in life to discover
your “election” was fixed     masterminded
by students interested in your fame
     you as symbol     you as vehicle
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on screen     Joan begs for Trog’s life     pleads
with local authorities for a chance 
to shoot her tranquilizer gun     no use
     he’s dead     by now his cave has gone condo
stainless steal appliances jut from floor
     gleaming stalagmites of modernity
I think of you though     the world because
of you     though I mocked pre-tutorial
meditation you directed me through
     through the schlock & original cricket 
score outside my door on Cottage Street
     I’m grateful     Allen     for my own foray
into the light     my life     my Prague at last
40
Old Bones
This morning
The smell of bacon
Brought me downstairs
But before I reached 
The open kitchen door
A voice stopped me
My mother telling
Her old, arthritic dog,
“I know sweetness
You’ve been carrying those bones
For a long time.”
I leaned unseen
On the mildewed
Window sill
Watching her 
Sip coffee
Fry Bacon
Her old dog
Pressing at her knee.
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Baby Pants
This morning I drive across town for a friend
To Justin’s house on a Saturday at 9. 
His wife yells from under wet hair
Belt unbuckled
“Justin!”
He’s down in the office
And I sit—collapse on the new couch
Custom made, brown and squarer than a couch should be.
Justin’s baby produces baby pants for my inspection.
I’m impressed, he can find his own pants now.
Can’t put them on, but knows 
They go
On his baby legs.
And there I am 
With my friend’s family
On a weekend morning.
The mother holds an envelope 
In her teeth
Hoists and struggles 
To pant her boy.
I’m slouching and hot in my vest 
My blue, down vest. 
Thinking today was colder than it is.
Forgetting that fall in California 
Is like summer back home. 
Plastic diapers pack the thighs of tiny corduroys
The smell of Cheerios bloated and floating in milk
What have I missed?
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A National Park In Hawaii
Lunch is quiet open
faced salami staring
at two pictures of you
I was thinking
you are the sole fact
in my life
everything else flowers
and fades like the magnolia
behind me
or wrecks in horrible
noise and drifts away
papers floating in the air
I think you need to be 
an even bigger part of this poem
if possible
your face is more
beautiful, more beautiful
than the green needle mountains
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Bless Me, Delicious
Scattering ashes on the cracked porch
as if we would never sweep again—the crisped leaves,
ticket stubs, anonymous twigs of greater breaking.
Who notices the stray cat scouting my pale autumn flowers?
Who reads anymore to the garden spider
furiously bouncing his web?  Bless me, vague turning away.
Bless me, quick car door and right turn signal.
There is a powder here lining my window sills
and the faint scent of something wonderful we once ate. 
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“your’s”
most likely, as his name means “to dive in.”
I hope you did not blame me much.
Measureless by light.
Find in my possessions. 
“I believe in the moment of genius.”
(At twilight, haunting the old homes.
Looking for the lamps once lit in rooms.)
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“all the year without you” 
He really doesn’t like it when I’m too polite.  But he also sometimes doesn’t 
like it if I’m not polite enough.  He drew me, and I laughed. 
Page ten, the word “absconded.”  Underlined.  And put into parentheses.  
So—when they sit down and say “Well, I don’t even know why I’m here,” 
don’t they mean “Can’t you help me?” 
“It rained 
all the day appointed” (page 64).  Given the water, 
the windows in the train, the darker humors . . .
but—a special way of . . .
[sigh]
a special person . . .
It is not yet May, as a reason why not. 
Your presence dispels lies, as a reason why not. 
Page ten, handwritten in pen across the top:  “run away secretly and hide.” 
I saw this place the other day, about an hour north, and thought, yes—that 
looks like it.  The garden, the chicken coop . . . I saw covered wagons floating 
in the surf, stairways of wax . . . 
When I took his pen and drew him?       “It’s my life.”
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“but even now I am perhaps not 
speaking”
He was alone in that house.
There was a door, a social context.
I often wanted to enter his home.
He has a camera, too.
I don’t say that lightly.
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Ascents
There was a once once and in it was a we,
and 66% of me says I have no business writing
to you, but this morning I was on
an escalator that led to another escalator
and this boy asked his mother if we were
on our way to haven.  Not much changes 
without the little hinge of an e, but without
it we’re without ever, engorged,
egret, ebullient, etc.  We didn’t reach 
heaven and I’m not sure we ever will,
which is the primary reason I often feel
something gnawing its way through 
my forehead.  Some little beast I’ve built
out of years or restlessness and doubt, mistakes. 
I take it for what it is because it’s impossible
to take it with sugar.  There are nights 
I catch myself breathing wrong,
startled by a chest stuttering
like an incomplete sentence.  Boy scaring instance. 
Boy, I scare at these instances.  Boy, how
I scare at every third instant, pluck them
like ducks from a carnival river
and run to the prize tent as the canvas
walls fall down on all sides. 
The third time’s the harm, and I’d give
all three of my eyes to take to that hill
again with towering, half-drunk steps.
You always said the only way to build 
a fire is to burn yourself a little bit first.
Why ends occur with greater frequency than two
people lying in grass singing the lust ballad 
is what birthed the sleeping pill in the first place,
and while I’m on place, I have one for us. 
I’ve roped it off with all the nights 
I’ve donated to missing you and built a six
foot fire out of the fact that you won’t recognize it. 
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from The Dottery
Dear one for me,
Your breasts have been so tender.   What I know I am going to love about you 
is your mouth.  It will be red and dark with many teeth.  It may be that your 
mouth has been astonished into an O.  Otherwise, your mouth will be a slit, 
lips luxury you borrow from pencil.  I know you are not involved with the 
law.  I know you will be on my side and that I am to have an Annie Oakley 
hat and a shiny gun you will think better of but give me anyway.  That is down 
for my sixth birthday.  The ledger does not tell the color of your hair, although 
I imagine it changes the way shoes change and lovers.  I know you will be 
so honest, until I hate you, and that then you will learn to lie a little—butter 
at room temperature.  Before I come to you, your life is a seventy-city tour. 
Then it will be a house with sad music, then an arboretum, finally rain.  On 
the morning you find out about me, by pissing, the world will either seem 
very large and beautiful, or it will be as if all the cards have hearted, spayed and 
clubbed you.  You must try not to forget.
The diamonds,
Dot 
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My mother’s children were very pretty
one lavender                     one magenta     in between colors
red pearls are too hard for blue lining
they break the skin
It scars and makes a very red, red
My father’s children got their purples from him
the girl more of the blue
                                     the son more of the red
When my father gave my mother a strand of turquoise pearls, I broke them 
  on the mountain.
                                                                   They made a very pretty song 
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The Sky Is, Now.
Like wolf creek in my mouth
i.
My mouth Is.  Crooked and There is no Sun.  You made the Sky in my hands 
but you are like evergreens in a playground:  sometimes you Say the opposite 
thing.  For instance you say  I am green without yellow    but i know blue   is 
not   red and still   there was no Sun
ii.
Red Is and Happy Is.  There is no sky just evergreens.  But the bed was 
cracked and made a splinter in my leg  It was red A lot in there but sometimes 
you put the splinter out  When There Was a Fire    you poured water in my 
eyes and washed my Hair and bought me shoes and said        There, There 
but you were still red    and broke the sun
iii.
There Is no Green And No Yellow.  But we did pick apples and strawberries 
and put them in the bed.  There was A lot of red there.  And All the Growing 
Things fell down my leg.  They made a big mess.  You took it and gave the 
children all Away.
iv.
I ate dirty apples and strawberries and painted my mouth and tip-toed behind 
you in my Red Red shoes.  It was dark because the sun fell down.  My jaw 
was crooked 
 but I smiled.     You       ran   all  down    my  pretty       dress
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Two Birds in Flame
2.  Hanging Cupboard, Pine, Original Lipstick Red Paint
Inset paneled door opening to two shelves
with three rows of 10 square holes, 
top of interior with two original pegs,
dovetailed construction, original lock and key,
26” h, 16” w, 4 ¼” d,   $3,250
We put up peaches, apples, berries, anything
that could be preserved with sugar
or salt.  I might have hung my cloak here.
No, the space is too small.  My bonnet.
Too wide.  A basket.  Too full.  Now I remember.
My gloves.  My thick white bee-keeper’s
gloves.  Folded just so.   Above the jars of honey.
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Two Birds in Flame
6.  Peach Basket, Pine and Ash, Woven Diamond
slatted construction, stenciled in black CT, on side,
12” h, 14 ¼” dia.     $700
We planted peaches among the apples—imagine—
peaches in New Hampshire, the spectacle 
of blossom, the spectacle of bees, the humming 
of all that sweet rot and the song of birds.  Canning peaches!
That we take what is bruised and punish it further 
into taut astonishment on our tongue.  Imagine the slip
of your tongue around the rough pit, that rough scabbed
heart of the fruit, its stone seed, and the rebellion
of juice.  And what color is peach?  If I lay among
the rotting fruit in stunned bees and old blossom, if
I accept the sun burned through my eyelids—who goes 
to the orchard after dark?  Who brings sugar?  Who buried 
the pit by the door of the Trustees’ Office?  Who hopes
for eventual fruit?
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Boy, Unclassical, Fragment
To walk behind beauty:
this careless glance
is pain, proximate loss
I thought to leave behind
in my other life, where my body
arrests its tasks
to step out of this moment
I value too highly
and break for the final instance
but one.
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As If From the Dead
One foggy day a photograph
walks down the road, trying to hitch a ride
downtown, where nothing’s open Sundays
anyway.  I lost it years ago, water-damaged, fading
on a forgetful windowsill, or washed out
with a pair of old jeans, a worn-out pair of sneakers
to balance the load.  Or passed it by
like men shouting from the Bible
in slow motion on summer sidewalks,
where it’s too hot to walk, or just stand there
in arms-raised white-shirt ties.  Rolled-up windows
block the sound, car stereo drowns it out while
other voices swim cool waves of air-conditioned
sound filling the car, rising till there’s
no place to breathe:  it’s hard to listen
underwater, easier to hear
what’s barely said.  A gesture language of damnation’s
blurred by turning wheels and axles and the sheen
of speed, as if everything’s been hosed down
and buffed to a reflective
shine.  Memory looks into the light
that hasn’t changed yet, pulls
the visor down to cut the glare (that fog
burned off hours ago, but left this haze).  Song
stops a minute, makes a small
suggestion:  Let us think
only of the instant.  And then it’s gone, the traffic
starts again.  An empty car is halfway home.
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Self-Por trait as Go -Go Boy in a 
Moment of Religious Ecstasy
As if I am a glass box hovering above
a stage.  As if my boots
are soft enough to dance in it,
or my feet, though they are solid.
These are the days, my friends,—
the beat abortive, its tiresome one-two-three—
a tree outside my window with its buds seething to open—
icy winds slapdash off the river—sky
gothic, backlit, trestle absent of girders or steel—if I become
one of the ephemeral things, my hands like moths
weaving through the air over all of you, readers, is that
enough to control this thing, this gyrating theater,
these penitents who pay me to smile on them?
I can touch them, or follow them home
into their beds.  As if I bleed from my
hands.  Now, everybody—watch and crumble like old paper into dust:
learn the shape of my ankles, my distracted glances away.
I won’t be here tomorrow.  Or here.
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Yet Another Poem About Love 
and Death
My pining is going to be the death of me 
or us.  Love grows, they say, with time until 
we die; I suppose.  Roses are red and those violets
you picked kicked the bucket.  That racket’s
not the final rattle:  it’s my blood-
pump, and baby, I don’t mean that 
in a kinky way.  Say we were to make a little
love like stick bugs, stuck together
for nearly nine sunrises—why, I think
we’d kill ourselves that tantric.  I’m so sick
for you, I might not make it.  Sit next to me
and tell me the bard’s “tragic” one about Italian
kids.  If I could get rid of our need
for Heaven, and replace it with our affetto, 
I wouldn’t be able to do it 
quickly enough.  Of all the folks I’ve imagined 
until death do us part, you’re the only one 
ruminating art’s two obsessions.  Run with me,
and we’ll find the light in life’s tiny 
fatalities.  And if we took apart our hearts 
like cardboard puzzles, boiled the pieces back 
into the goop of paper, the gray ooze would 
depict this:  there’s death, busy breaking us like toys,
so thank the Lord there’s any of our love at all. 
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It’s so hard to talk to people like
what to say?  I’m never sure
if I’m talking to someone or
to their hypothetical systems response
guy.  Who is their real brain?  It is in there
somewhere eating cake, unable to decide
does it want the sprinkles or are they just
too much?  I’m a known killer
in at least two of my dreams
and I’m never going back there.
The feeling was almost awful.  I really
stood there walking in the backyard saying
I just killed a man.  No.  I just killed two.
With knives!  I was a murderer, but look at me—
I’m so nice and gentle.
This dream was absolutely worthless.
I can’t even feel guilty about this.  This
no-name slug who wrote my dream, this
hypothetical systems response guy
needs to be fired.
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monument 
bronze man 
on a bench  
outside the library 
 
I thought 
he was real
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Given 
Given the history of Man, 
I’ve kept my fishing  
boat in the marina. 
 
I hid in a cave 
where dark helped 
me understand echo. 
 
The mountains are after 
the sky. 
 
It hurts, this  
conversation we’re not  
having. 
 
You’ve hooked me, line.
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Poetr y is Sardonic. Business 
is Sincere.
She saw the paper on his desk,
his head a lightbulb shape.
Addiction always landed her
in the same dark place.
A memo full of ditto marks
she read and she refused.
The lure of the alternative:
her artist’s attitude.
The thin blue ink seeped into his
already grubby hands.
His shirttail flopping out, he was
a math-and-science brain.
A gray suit plucked the memo up
and laid the euros down.
He’d wanted just to save some lives. 
His lightbulb had flicked on. 
His plan was genius, and obscure.
She thought, He’s into what?
(Oh, hit it hard but not too hard.
What sells cannot be art.)
In his bathroom it came to her
after a grueling love,
tinkling in the dizziness
that wanted what he was.
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Bernadette Mayer
Bernadette Mayer did my laundry for me.
She did not have my children.
I do not know what a tanager is
But I think I hate politicians too
Even though I never met very many of them
I don’t think she did either really
But I bet she writes them plenty of letters
And I bet she is pretty angry in them.
She has it out for George Bush
I mean, I do too, but man,
I’m really not trying to write poetry about it.
Bernadette Mayer enjoys maple syrup
And she is way into her kids.
It would be great to walk around New York with her
As long as she didn’t talk about the war.
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Many red f lags
I was writing, working in a hair salon,
waiting for my first man to come along.
You were scared I saw you as a man.
I should have paid attention to the dead animals:
the washed up seal we nearly stepped on 
(our first beach walk) the black-eyed squirrel 
with leg-bone protruding (Golden Gate Park).
And you had my father’s beard!
The snow storm on Baker Beach (first recorded 
account).  A guy with no guyfriends, (curious?), who 
said I love you after two weeks?  Was it normal to 
breakup twice in the first four months?  And the array
of other roadkills?  The dead rabbits on the path 
we hiked.  The fights, the pounding floorboards, 
nightmares of being smothered, then to wake up 
and huddle close.  My little suckler, your massages 
were lousy; you never got my jokes.   Can a deposing porcupine’s 
quills still stick you?  Oh yes, they can!  The chemical burn 
on the small of my back, your clothes in garbage bag I tossed off 2nd floor. 
You were obsessed, angry.  Took female coworkers to our spot
to see sunsets.  My friends didn’t like you, neither did 
my family, or strangers.  Our waiters hated the way you spoke 
to them.   The dog we saw get hit, cowered right before the wham.  
That was the day you asked me to buy you a new drafting table.  
You were gung-ho about architecture, then hiking, writing, 
kayaking, raw food preparation, you changed 
your mind so many times.  And you wore shoes with no socks. 
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Hidden Track
We take off our clothes
and wrap ourselves 
in a large paper towel.
We stick out our tongues.
We hop on one foot.
We do what we are told.
When we are alone
we laugh off key.
We pretend we’re not here.
We pile up the pillows
and prop up our heads.
The phone does not ring.
We put our ear to the wall
and listen.  We hear something
about religion and war.  We turn
out the light, but the room
is still spinning.  We ride
the bed in the dark all night.
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Butter
The doors of my 
town are yellow like 
a canary it would 
melt if you tried to 
touch it like mother 
love it would burn 
your hand it could kill 
you is how soft and 
how yellow like 
Sandra Dee’s hair 
she married Mack the 
Knife her hair was like 
pale butter next to 
his full-fat unsalted 
similes pale beside true 
poetry I’m told but 
without them aren’t we 
a hard and sorry 
bunch like unripe 
bananas like most 
all girls I wanted 
to be like her bright 
as a newborn chick 
like a canary in a 
mineshaft like satin 
in the grave the pale 
yellow things die 
first in my experience 
Easter the canaries of 
Woolworth’s the sign 
of the cross out of the corner 
of my eye I saw her 
make as the motorcade 
passed slowly to our 
left how bracing 
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these yellow doors are 
like a cool 
drink like someone 
with his thumb on your 
forehead like the light 
that hardly ever happens 
anymore every year about 
this time.
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Safety
The pizza man
got robbed a few times
so he would bring
the sheriff when he delivered.
 
The ice cream man’s 
truck was tipped over
he didn’t come back 
for 8 years.
The bus stop
was guaranteed to get busted out
pellet gun, cinder block, piece of asphalt,
just to be mischievous.
 
We would turn the street signs
so people who
didn’t know
the neighborhood 
would get lost.
 
We laughed when people 
ran their cars over
the glass
we broke in the street.
 
In the summer time 
it would get hot
so we locked our doors and
slept,
with the windows 
wide open.
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Ermine
Bette Davis knew her way around buttons
and Bob Hope knew his bows.
When the movies were mostly in black and white
light meant everything
Life lit by Klieg lights—glorious halo
Swathed in smoke—cigarette stained hoi polloi motioning water sky
the perfect divan
In shadow or out. 
Fur suggested.  Silk evoked.
Skin was always cool—no one ever sweated.
Possibly Bob.
Oh, there’s Bette in perfect Spectator pumps
leaning against awkward Victorian furniture
Struggling to smile through her pain.  Paul Henreid
cowed by her nobility accepts the inevitable
and walks to the door, sadder, wiser, and immensely
frustrated.
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Cinematography
Memory is the best cinematographer.
But in my own, I have that pleasure doubled—
An opening shot of a cinematographer who turned me into a rememberer.
One bright and spring-lit day, during double period,
Came to our high school the cameraman of 2001.
Longing for a toke, I, an aspiring pothead 
Whose first tingle, first aureate bud, was A Space Odyssey, 
By Stanley Kubrick.  Whether this guy had operated the A Camera
Or the less lyrical B, I couldn’t say. 
After his speech, I ran my fingers through his curly aura,
In the guise of asking questions for the school newspaper, 
My heart was in orbit.  I knew I would soon make my getaway.
The year the camera in my head began running was 1968.
Forever young, I hope I get to an editing room before it’s too late. 
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20 Early Poems
Editorial Note
These poems were written between 1971 and 1973, when Tim Dlugos 
was in his early twenties.  Arranged chronologically, they begin when he 
was a student at LaSalle College in Philadelphia and lead up to his move to 
Washington, D.C., where he pursued an openly gay lifestyle and immersed 
himself in the Mass Transit poetry scene.  Poet Michael Lally, who appears 
in several of these poems, was at that time a professed bisexual, and one of 
Dlugos’s first heroes.  It might be useful, reading these poems, to remember 
that in the early ’70s gay liberation was a recent, radical movement, and 
that the versifying of popular culture was still a relatively fresh, if somewhat 
audacious, phenomenon.  In some respects, Dlugos saw himself as the first 
poet of the baby-boom generation.  With his references to Liza Minnelli 
and Woody Allen, his “late show” movie poems (one of which, “Watching 
Psycho for the First Time,” is included here), and his poems to David Cassidy 
and Shelley Winters (written when The Partridge Family was being aired on 
television and The Poseidon Adventure was playing in theaters), not to mention 
later poems such as “Gilligan’s Island” and “Green Acres,” I can think of no 
other poet who could make that claim.
         —David Trinidad
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Night Kitchen
luminous
eyes peeping over
the rim of a Skippy jar
crumbs, such chunks
under green fluorescent
and the black gap in a shiny wall
oh make yourself a sandwich after the Late Show
greenly spread peanut butter over flaky bread
flaunt it, cosmic dimensions,
layers and lights in the window
don’t forget to tuck in your napkin and
mash that old stickum with all your teeth
a crunch in the night kitchen
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Who will have whom in the next life?
Will we all be stars with satellites?
I can only speak for Friday,
when snow dropped on our rhinestones
and Liza Minnelli,
and we were together
for evening’s sake.
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Nicotiana-Sensation
will bloom every night
in the sour front yard
that has not yielded
a single strand of grass,
according to Burpee,
the seed-magnate.
Forget the past, he tells us;
trust moonflowers.
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David Cassidy
Someone said your teeth are capped,
and makeup hides the blemishes
you haven’t gotten rid of at 22.
One pays, I suppose, for looking so young:
but even if the clearness of your features
is the product of massive and daily cosmetic efforts
by a team of specialists,
and even though your lines are blurred
by the blue horizontals of my TV,
I still watch you Friday after Friday,
and save your pictures, as though you came
with baseball bubblegum.
I speculate the Real David
comes straining through your perfect skin
like blackberries through fine mesh—
evenly, with maybe a seed
or two.  I can tell that inside
you are damp, warm, and purple like the rest
by the way you laugh easily,
put down pettiness, and carry your TV sister,
Suzanne Crough, upon your shoulders.
When your voice quavers I want you in my livingroom
to watch yourself on television with me,
and wonder whether our repaired
surfaces will ever interlock.
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All the poems I ever write won’t tell me
whom I really love, probably
but still there is that tiny chance
so I keep bouncing
between Virginia and Germantown
with East Longmeadow as patron saint
and New York as religion
meanwhile I’m still as afraid of the woods
as ever, and of the Northeast Corridor
Freud would tie it to birthpangs, maybe
and I to a Woody Allen film
(not really, I’m only saying that for effect)
maybe I would love it
in the west
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Poem for Pascal, I’m Going Away
I am going away now
The sun will shine for another six weeks
or so before the maple leaves are burning in the street
on long afternoons it will slowly hit the trees by my window
then there would be time to watch the lights
and shadows in your face and your mahogany eyes
but I am going away now
and want the times we shared all back again—
no, not really, I was only summoning
our hazy memories and suntan futures
we have walked for all time down Wisconsin Avenue
I have for all time directed you from Georgetown to my home
and our love stands in the late-summer sunshine
for all time to stop and to say, What’s this,
that is burning and arisen
like your Eastertime name
in the warmth of morning and the fire behind your smile
I am going away now
we shall always be where we have been
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Af ter Par ting
Two sets of footsteps
on rainy sidewalks late in the afternoon
are certainly worth it
for the river and their own eccentric tapping
but times like now
when all I see is sunny hair and smiles
the eyes that know we’re walking
and a shirt that says I Love You
when my hand is in the rainstorm
and cannot quite touch its parts
like my chin straining toward
the freckles on your back
when everything is washed down the stream on the mountain—
such times are worthless.
I’m only writing this because of the moments
you streak through like a river and a laughing power line
a golden train stretching toward New York.
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Here is the blond world of Sunday morning:
white pine furniture, your lemon robe
(I am wearing yesterday’s shirt)
and we are drinking morning tea
it’s all very hazy and golden
and nobody’s speaking anywhere I can hear
(we have entered the silent dimension)
sun keeps rising while I am a denim boy
and oh, you are blond
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An Undelivered Class 
Presentation on the Subject of 
Gay Consciousness
We splashed around in such great manly joy
that the night should have melted when we did, together,
so what do you all want, charts?  I will kiss you
and breathe the real gay consciousness
into your open mouths, and that will be
my project for the semester.  Take notes all over
your not-afraid-to-be-beautiful bodies
with hands that tremble and eyes that are fuller
of wonder than the world.
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David Cassidy, I want to fuck you!
Arrrgh!  Ummmmm!
What a body, like a teenaged boy’s,
and love eyes in the fan magazines!
You’re a pussy,
but I crave you—oh!
I want to fuck you, David Cassidy!
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A Note
I should apologize
I knew we would end up in bed two days before you came to see me
I cleaned the house and took down the pictures that you might find 
 offensive
I washed my hair in herbs and dried it with an electric dryer (but did 
 not shave)
I brewed the tea five minutes before you walked in the door
And was not surprised when our young bodies (yours younger) finally 
 meshed
Accept, please, the apologies of your seducer
And come again
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Watching Psycho for the First 
Time
I know that Martin Balsam will fall
down the stairs of the old house backwards,
and that somebody gets stabbed in a shower,
but so far there’s only been Janet Leigh
driving on the Western highways of Play It As It Lays
and Zabriskie Point, only ten years earlier,
and Tony Perkins playing a disturbed
young man    stuffing things, indeed!    and
hinting at how his mother’s lover died.
Now it’s getting better    People always call a madhouse
“someplace,” don’t they?    I’m sorry.
Have you ever seen the inside of one    and
we are slipping into The Snake Pit with 
Olivia de Havilland, but no now the Perkins
temper is flaring    he gets it under control
and they say goodnight    milk and cookies
indeed!    Stuffed birds surround him,
and Tony Perkins is hawk, is Theodore Roosevelt.
She is in the shower    this is it I guess
she’s stepping into the shower    no, she’s
checking how much money she has left
here she goes at last, like a Zest commercial
he’s here    he has the knife
she screams and her blood is washed
down the drain as soon as it leaves her body
that is the awful part    at the station break
both my hands go up in front of my face
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Small Poem
The eagle
is on its
side, flapping
one wing awk-
wardly.  There
are two black
stars.  The back-
ground is red.
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How long can one be blackly humorous?
Oh, for a long time
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Morning Of fering
I send skyward this morning’s offering
upon the smoke of patchouli incense
to the paradise of memory and the things to come
which might happen anywhere, even in the sky.
I drain myself of love and possibility,
and am full of every possibility
when I give myself the moment I awake
to my lovers and all whom I desire.
I peak at the press
of a body I have not known
or have known, many times:
I shudder, reach down
and know what is real as I emerge from the dreamworld,
and know it in the shower and the steam
as I carefully scrub and chant
in a voice full of longing my litany of names.
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Shelley Winters
Shelley Winters you’re such a pig I love you
Not “even though” you’re ugly and never shut up
 and dress like the wife of a cabbie who won
 the Lottery, but because of it!
I think you’re a miserable actress, and didn’t
 even care when you drowned in The Poseidon
 Adventure, it was a terrible movie and you
 were just wretched all the way through.
I agree with Neal Freeman that, objectively, you
 are ALWAYS unsatisfactory
And incredibly tacky: I know someone who
 saw you stinking drunk and stumbling down a
 corridor in the Traymore, now you always
 remind me of Atlantic City, and that’s dreary.
Every time you’re on Dick Cavett I get embarrassed
 for him just watching you talk.
You never answer the questions.  You never remotely
 answer the questions.
Shelley, sometimes I don’t think I can take it you
 depress me so, but you fascinate the hell out of
 me just the same
And I say with a sigh, “It’s okay, it’s just the
 way Shelley is.”
I’m so young, you’re so dumb, it never could work
 still I watch you every chance I get and love
 you, you’re such a mess
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note to Bob Chamberlain
Frank O’Hara is THE great American
poet and seer of this our century,
he should have been on tv, the most
beautiful is Michael Lally when he thumbs
across D.C. to buy a scarf in Feb. and wearing
corduroy slippers, he’s so fucked up
and Marty Watt the half-discovered genius
of the Seventies I love most when he
lets me know we’re both still slender
as the body of our works
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Friday Night
Michael Lally refuses to talk about poetry
while cruising! which is okay, I guess,
although he was rather rude when I tried
to start a conversation.  He dances with
sensuous vigor, a saving grace.  His eyes
are a saving grace.  And Eliot must be
indefensible:  Franny never showed up
tonight to swap his virtues for O’Hara’s tit for tat
although we’d made a date.  The disappointing poets
at the Pier.  Chuck likes a muscular boy
in a red plaid shirt, he tells me when we
dance.  David, who swims, likes Chuck.  And
Michael (not Lally, another one) has taken
five Quaaludes, and wants to go home with
anyone, but David especially.  I like them
all.  I’d go to bed with any one of them,
although I’m Gregarious Barfly rather than
Slut tonight, passing messages, making
introductions.  Finally split with Chuck,
2:45 a.m., to Blimpie’s Georgetown for ice cream
and high school memory talk.  Gerry was gay;
was Terry gay?  We hope so, and wonder
where he is:  back then, if only we’d known!
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Crabs?  No Crabs
crabs?  no
crabs, though I
thought Not Again
after you stayed
overnight
last time got them
from Tom, they stayed
in bed, in pubic
hair all spring
no good blue
ointment no good
poison shampoo
what I finally
had to do:
shave bald as the
moon for hernia
cut before the
good news Crabs
Evacuate Craters
finally hit the papers
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Second Anniversary
 for Rob
1.
Two years ago tonight made love with you
for the first time, first time with any boy
on 12th floor Plaza Hotel New York:  like Cary Grant,
like Barefoot in the Park, in the dark—
your slimness pressed
against my corduroy chest
your gaze a spike
in the tenderest spot
—with you was the final time it happened that way.
2.
All my lovers here tonight:
it’s some star’s birthday fallen
on our anniversary.
Tom, for whom I left you
has taken Quaaludes
Tim is with another boy
his woman-lover fixes him a drink
and Joey came from Jersey to reassure himself
that he can be always happy tomorrow
by having me in every tonight.
It is so different, trivial now.  The worst part
is not even Having the Answers.  I want to
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phone you again like this afternoon,
our pointless conversation, hidden eyes:
no sky was heard along the line,
just oceans inside
that we used to walk on.
3.
I leave party early to walk home
holding you two years ago in my mind
wearing wet shoes under
fullest moon of the year.
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Elegy for Retrospection, Guns N’ 
Roses, and a Lit tle -known Man
I missed the first snow 
of the season going back  
to my birthplace, Defiance,
Ohio, the place I refuse 
to call home. 
I thought Chicago would be 
white as early as October 
the way it’s painted
by its weathered patrons,
but I’ve returned 
to a cold November rain—
the kind Axl Rose sang 
about in ’89, I think. 
The song was for his wife, 
a model/actress, 
who divorced him 
within a few years.  No, 
I am mistaken; it was 
my cousin Cathy 
marrying the son 
of an appliance salesman 
in 1989.  David had a mullet
like Axl, and they stayed married
until 1993 when G&R’s 
“Estranged” hit MTV,
a memorable epic—
the marriage  
comparable—
for it is nearly 
that length, and tells 
a surreal dreamlike 
story involving dolphins, 
a mental hospital, 
and an all white setting.
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I am lost in those 
years. I was ring 
bearer at Cathy’s
wedding in ’89. 
Seven-years-old, 
newly fatherless 
and searching
for why he might 
have left, dreaming 
he swam down 
river to the ocean 
or was mistakenly 
locked up.  It was 
one day before 
his birthday
in October 1988  
and then suddenly
November 1991
and his washrag body 
was found on shore
near Toledo,
an hour from town
and three years late. 
I remember now, 
that was the year 
Axl was singing for Stephanie, and 
she dies a bride in “November Rain” and
they never married in real life, and
neither did my parents. 
93
But I held my cousin Katrina’s flower-girl hands on a dance floor, aunts and 
 uncles all drunk and happy.
But there was no mental hospital, no dolphins in an ocean.
But, though the party was all white, there is no snow, no straitjacket, no 
 drug to keep from relapse.  I am left to make sense of seasons and the 
 slight changes, feet falling, melting into pavement too warm to hold 
 on to anything solid.
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October City
immobile was her discontent
her believed other     her doctor’s cold fist
105 and Pulitzer pronounced
incorrectly     talk done told herself
the accident remembered     the regained
life spent French     talents created
painting themselves in
delicate fat paint     maybe tribute
maybe myth     the reunited feelings
during which the rumors worried 
the customs     unsure suicide attempt
funeral people filled out with troubles
the artist thoughts internal
before chaser     before flourish
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Los Angeles, California
Feel small.  Smaller than ever before.
Del Taco is best.  In-N-Out Burger better.
Send her copy of Splendor in the Grass for Valentine’s.
Truck towed on day of Oscars.
Can’t afford a tattoo.
Colder than expected.  Buy electrician’s jacket for $8 at thrift store.
Send her poems.
Make copies.  Get coffee.  Wrong bagel.  Yelled at by producers.  
Stay up watching Lord of the Flies, Alien, & The Last Temptation of Christ back- 
    to-back-to-back.
See Tom Cruise from a distance.  Physically bump into Jack Black—nice guy.
Watch Lucero play the Troubadour.  Makes me miss Memphis.
Make short film about a green ball.
Get lost in Mojave Desert.
Order 3 cherry cokes at Laugh Factory (3 drink minimum).
Use up last calling card.
I have a screenplay.
Everyone has a screenplay.
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Hometown    San Francisco
1.  Japantown
in the tatami room
of a busy restaurant
drink miso soup
read the diaries
of Heian women
outside the spring rain falls
2.  Golden Gate Park
on the ground
under a tree
eat a tongue sandwich
on light rye
give $1 to a guy
w/ a shopping cart
drink iced tea
get ready to paint
the rhododendron dell
& think of you, my friends
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working on systems theory
in San Anselmo
I’ve turned out
into a cheap hamburger stand
parking lot criss-crossed w/ wires
from which small birds shit randomly
prose poems  earrings  &  gibbons
don’t in themselves
pleasure        anything
did it go off by itself?
STAT           ICK
is probably more interesting
than 96% of corpses left
more than three days on the battlefield
Nicole burrows deeply
 where she doesn’t want to go.
She  won’t  get  there.
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Elegy
Tried to save our lives by feeding us cookies cheese and milk
When my apartment burned down.
Deserted woods and elegant wines
Tiptoed around death like acid.
A gun moll from a 40s movie.
Stir this, will you?
While we slide down mud.  Two cats ran thru the house
Where all the hippies looked alike
Shouting with the joy of death like acid.
No one said a word to the junkie in Albuquerque
Singing hymns to Krishna for refuge
Scarred, grey, but full of light.
Frances came to her laughing
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Third Funeral in Two Months
The cake
is chocolate,
with chocolate frosting
and a layer of chocolate crème in the middle.
I remember how we got cake
from the Weber bakery
at every occasion—
the golden W on the white box.
Always vanilla frosting
with a layer of yellow,
strawberries,
chocolate,
bananas,
yellow.
We used to fight over
who would get to eat the fake
blue flowers.
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October
The air above the fire
roils like booze
in a glass of juice.
The burning tobacco
sends my thoughts to heaven.
Two cigarettes rattle in the pack—
my prayers becoming more frequent.
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Accident
When it was time to eat again 
my father would bellow up the stairs  
Come And Get Yr Bloody Wolf Bait!
and I would pout and poke at my plate
to exaggerate my sensitive nature.
Later I’d lie in the yard like a lowercase x
to observe the pink clouds roughhousing 
behind the toothpaste factory and the outline 
of my parents hurrying to collect our laundry 
snapping on the line before the storm. 
Where is my brother during all of this?
Let us say that he has already wheeled his bike
to the shed and is enacting a death scene 
between plastic creatures.  And where are you, 
my little muskrat, in this time before 
I met you and thought you’d break 
my heart?  Let you be living in El Paso 
and sitting at your mother’s kitchen table 
solving math problems.  Let it be someone else—
I’m sorry to say this—whose car at that instant
is crashing at a terrible speed.  Let the stars 
attend the scene since you and I don’t need them.
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Oh Grow Up
First thing’s first aid and off-track 
abetting, next best bloodshot, blood-work,
smarmy reprimand commanding indoor voices,
some chomping at the little bit small choice 
of soup or nut or thrum or hustle.  Honey, clinch 
or canyon?  Working girls include wicked witch
of the Western omelet, she of the one night best for last
stand.  Last gal standing.  Fat lip and a canker, fat
chance of better bodywork or better business 
as usual smuggled tub of butter pecan.  Yes
yes, hit you and yes so sorry, so long.
Long way from Story County, sold for a song. 
Captain Obvious:  you got a lip on you.
Captain Obvious:  we end each day on earth.
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My First Creation Myth
God, grant me vacancy.  In the rain, all bets 
are off.  We take pot shots at low-hanging stars,
translate the heart’s quaint tribal vernacular,
mistake holiday for holocaust, go into hiding.
He writes a poem about lilies and lo and behold,
the flower casts its thick-stalked shadow across 
the gravel path.  Behind the blinds, we undress
for the mirror.  In the dark, a hat and coat hung 
in conjunction become a lonely man.
I hug his limp body, slip chocolate 
in his pocket, wear him out into the night.
You never run out of good ideas he says.
I peed in the shampoo, Spence.  What now?
He says too many cowboys spoil the cow.  
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Oh My Obit
Born to a flock of odd ducks and covers,
she claimed tremor and more, stop, dropped
and rolled over.  Then last wave and a wink 
from her (not a dry) eye, goodbye good alibi
to a banner crop of hems and haws, to the cat
and the tongue, the yay and naysayers, to the one 
in the win column, to the sheets to the wind.  
Closed chapter, bent page on the same 
razzle dazzle and the old off-key tune.  
At dawn she struck set, took down the moon.
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december moon
Oak moon, reed moon- -
our friend called;
she was telling the pain
what to think.
I said Look.  If you 
relax you’ll get better.
Better?  who wants better, 
said a moonbeam
under the wire,  
the soul is light’s 
hypotenuse; the lily’s 
logic is frozen fire- -
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december moon
Suppose you are the secret
of the shore- - a hurt wave
lying on its side- -
you’d come to earth again 
(as if joy’s understudy
would appear) & you 
could live one more bold
day without meaning to, 
afresh, on winter’s piney floor;
you say, I’ve been
to the door & wept;
it says, what door
• / . 
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Venus At The Body Of Adonis
 Detail from Luca Cambiaso’s “The Death of Adonis” (ca. 1570)
How can she 
name what she sees:
in the field
she stutters a few crooked words
His body is
red.  His legs—hard as felled timbers—no longer needed.
She thinks 
how simple this reduction is:  his skin cools
like fresh bread
and, too, has the familiar smell of his sweat—
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Por trait of the Ar tist as a Young 
Sodomite
1.  A Brief History
In 1961, by my mother, my father’s bread is buttered without irony.
Then, the word “luncheonette” was uttered without irony.
Sodium lamps surround our housing project like a stalag.
Home alone, watching Rosemary’s Baby, I shuddered without irony.
High school girls wonder why Michael won’t date them.
In a pizzeria, over a vial of pills, her eyelashes fluttered, without irony.
In the lower bunk I ask permission before removing my briefs.
From above, “I love you,” stuttered without irony.
2.  Imaginary Playmate
My parents questioned me, suspecting you existed. 
I affirmed you in a general way,
but kept the intimate details to myself—
How clad in black trunks, but otherwise bare,
you rescued me from some always vague danger,
Swept me from the ledge of a high building,
cradled me trembling in the crook of your arms,
and flew away with me—
My hand resting on the curve of your chest,
my hot tears falling on your pink nipple.
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3.  Comic Book Heroes
 
Origins reveal the thing naked and bereft:
Bruce Wayne watching his parents
crumple in the murderous Gotham night—
 
I think of the terror drawn on his face,
eyes wide spurting tears like drops of blood,
open mouth pink with swollen tongue,
icy cry caught forever in his black throat
by that comic book freeze frame.
And later I see him doing pull-ups, a boy
alone in the basement of his parents’ house,
his face too supple to hold the crease of resolve
that strains to leave its mark.
4.  Metamorphoses
The best superheroes undergo transformations—
Bruce Banner, pelted by gamma rays, becoming the Incredible Hulk—
gimpy Don Blake striking his cane against the sidewalk—
becoming Thor, God of Thunder, with his flowing blond hair,
always saving the world from his evil brother Loki—
Why does their father, Woden, great Norse god that he is,
keep putting up with Loki’s crap?
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5.  Supermarionation
In our bedroom chop shop we scoured
through NASCAR colorful cardboard boxes,
reliquaries of polyurethane remnants,
spare tires and hub caps, demolished chassis
and bodies stripped from castoff car models,
from which we’d effect a new kind of carburetion,
combining internal-combustion castoffs
into space-age cruisers and jet-propelled craft,
Supercars for our Captain Scarlets of the mind.
6.  Gladiators
Kirk Douglas on the small black-and-white screen in the bedroom I share 
with my brother, circa 1966.  Spartacus just arrived at the gladiatorial school, 
the trainer puts him in the center of the circle in his loin cloth and bare 
chest.  Using brightly colored paints from wooden buckets, he marks on 
Spartacus’ torso the location of blows that will kill a man with maximum 
efficiency.  Also in this film, or maybe it’s another film, another Sunday 
afternoon, maybe Ben-Hur, it is all one film really, one black-and-white TV, 
one bedroom, one brother, I watch galley-slaves, bare-backed, muscular, 
sweating, dirty, long hair and unkempt beards, and the slave driver’s whip 
comes down on a bench to beat the rhythm for the slaves to row, and some 
of the slaves flag at their rowing, and then the whip comes down on their 
backs, bruises, streaks of blood, sometimes buckets of water poured over their 
steaming heads or thrown in their parched faces, and sometimes a slave falls 
over, exhausted, uncared for, just dragged aside and replaced by another, and I 
watch, ashamed, and I go into hiding.
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7.  Notes on an Elegy for Karen Carpenter
Not a touch, not a kiss, only proximity to you,
desire I can understand, accept.
Lovers and Other Strangers playing on a double bill
with Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice at the
Oceana movie theater on Brighton Beach Avenue. 
My parents take my brother and me.
The wizened ticket-man exclaims,
“You’re taking him to see a movie like this?” 
“He’s very mature and intelligent,” my mother says.
My father buys a box of Raisinettes.
We come in in the middle of Bob and Carol
and Ted and Alice.  I fall asleep during the part
where they all go to bed together.
When we see it from the beginning,
I fall asleep during that part again.
In between, we see Lovers and Other Strangers.
The Carpenters sing the theme song, “For All We Know,”
which becomes my favorite.  I took a mellow
turn that year, but my first 45s were Lou Christie, “Lightening Strikes” (1966)
and the Jefferson Airplane, “Somebody to Love” (1967).
My dad used to cut our hair, and I cried when he tried to touch mine, so 
they told me he was giving me a Beatles haircut.  I said okay, but it had to be 
a Ringo haircut.  Later, my taste in men improved.  I liked it when John and 
Paul pursed their lips to the microphone together to sing “You, woo, woo” at 
Shea Stadium (on TV of course).
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8.  Pictography
They declared war on me,
but I was no warrior, so I left—
wandered deserts alone,
spoke no one’s language,
knew no one’s customs.
I invented civilization with every step—
every footprint a cuneiform wedge—
alphabet, syllabary, pictograph:
hope, love.
To escape detection,
I disguised myself as a human being,
wore clothing and parted my hair on the side,
ate animal and vegetable products,
lived among the natives,
pretending I was one of them.
I became the cinema clown
who mirrors his rival’s every move,
retreats behind the doorway
or the column or the potted plant,
just as his opponent peeks around the corner.
9.  Interim Years
Like a soldier I wait, or a suppliant,
for an order or an incantation,
something ritual—
reveille or matins.
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10.  Investiture
Walking along Surf Avenue I see the Berlin night 
scurry from the headlight of a Citroën. 
When I turn the next corner, 
Batman casts a shadow over moonlit Gotham,
and climbing down the stairs 
to the cool sand beneath the boardwalk, 
I am Orpheus descending, 
down on my knees before you can say blow me. 
Here in the dark I slake my thirst 
for lies that taste like truth. 
Here in the dark, the Heliconian Muses 
thrust the vatic staff down my throat 
and I assume my poetic mantle. 
You press me against the piling—
I come in my jeans. 
I come close to love. 
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I Love You and All You Have 
Made
for M.B.
The flowers are shocking on our shell shocked block,
where everything is your doing—the garden plot
you wrested from the concrete with jackhammers
and bordered with cinderblock, the soil you carted home
in the wheelbarrow, the bulbs I helped you pick,
the jasmine you ordered on-line, the rose bushes
you brought home on the bus.  I’ve always marveled
at your passion for plants—the custom made boxes
on Fifty-seventh Street, the hanging baskets on 
South Portland, the way that the plants grow for you,
the way that the cuttings hang on for you, years
at a time.  The only plant I ever did well with
was a Ficus Tree named Charlie who would only grow
in my room, and I still believe it was because
he loved me.  Some days I flatter myself to think
that I’m one of your flowers.  Some days
I flatter myself to think I’m not.
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from Rhetorical Theater
There was, she conceded, no way
to articulate her way out of this.  Of course, 
this would have been conveyed to her at the 
origin, had she but attended to the shade 
of his eye.
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Pastoral
 for friends
I took a handful of grain
from your pockets.
You caught me, briefly,
whatever that means. 
But it was brief enough 
for me to bury them inside
my skin. 
I took a boat halfway
across the countried map.
Topographically, down-
stream from the beginning,
but with current, the stroking
became without water and desire-less.
I looked at my stomach,
protruding stalks now there
from the grain I once planted.
I never thought, nor felt
that the tall grass on my skin
would be the reason I couldn’t see you.
Looking back, it was darn it and
silly sticks to think 
that your dream of a team
of marsh wrens flying 
you home would come true.
But that’s what I imagined.
And in hindsight, it’s what we’ll
always hope for.
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In our warm tree house of 
evening, you stood before the 
undone dishes and I answered 
the door
mistranslation of “Meng-t’ing Asked about Plum Blossoms, and I 
Answered” by Yüan Mei (1716-1798)
Until I answered the door, rain blew against the house.  I answered its 
 perplexing questions, and it left.
We imagined the dishes done.  We imagined our meal again.
Unguarded, the single pair of us in our floating house.
I sat and watched you stand before the undone dishes.
I flattered you with familiar phrases.  I put my hands in your back pockets.
We uncomplicated the quilts.  We stacked the beams.  You sat by me
and unlaced my three levels.  We understood, unbuilt, repaired ourselves from 
 spine to elbows.
We lay back to back.  Our whispers brushed noses.
Unseated in our unaccomplished, unfamiliared, familiar bodies.
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Good As It Gets
LIKE HOLDEN CAULFIELD IN SPOTTING PHONIES 
OR STEPHEN SONDHEIM IN WINNING TONYS 
YOU’RE A SORT OF PIONEER 
LIKE DAVY CROCKETT IN KNOWING TRAILS
OR SALOME IN THROWING VEILS 
OVER WHAT HAD BEEN QUITE CLEAR 
THOUGH YOU’VE NOT SET OUT 
TO ASSUAGE MY DOUBT 
IT WAS OBVIOUS FROM THE OUTSET
YOU’RE JUST ABOUT AS GOOD AS IT GETS
LIKE PIGGY NOW HIS GLASSES WERE BROKEN 
OR OLE BLUE EYES BACK IN HOBOKEN  
WITH THE LOCAL RACKETEERS 
LIKE AL CAPONE IN REDEEMING RUM 
OR MARILYN IN SEEMING DUMB
YOU’RE IMPROVING WITH THE YEARS 
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THOUGH YOU DON’T QUITE CHIME 
WITH MY SENSE OF TIME 
AND YOUR DIARY’S NOT A LETTS 
YOU’RE JUST ABOUT AS GOOD AS IT GETS
I FELL IN LOVE WITH YOU ON THE COURTS 
WHEN YOU SHOWED ME YOUR FOREHAND SHOT 
WHEN I TEASED YOU ABOUT CONTACT SPORTS 
AND YOU GAVE JUST AS GOOD AS YOU GOT
LIKE HANS ANDERSEN IN THE UGLY DUCKLING 
OR ERROL FLYNN IN HIS SWASHBUCKLING 
AND SWINGING FROM CHANDELIERS 
LIKE ROBIN HOOD IN RIGHTING WRONGS
OR IRA GERSHWIN IN WRITING SONGS 
YOU’RE PRETTY MUCH WITHOUT PEER 
THOUGH YOU STILL DON’T RUB
SHOULDERS WITH ME AT THE CLUB 
AND YOU’RE NOT LISTED IN DEBRETT’S
YOU’RE STILL JUST ABOUT AS GOOD AS IT GETS
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Lines Composed On An Open 
Space
There are days when you are lost 
when the quarter notes cannot find you 
& you wish to take a buffalo down 
with an arrow.  You play 
in the fiddleheads—the hell with Pacific 
you’re eager for Plains—everything on the surface 
but hardly have you settled when it’s time for Little Big Horn,
blisters around your mouth, blown clefs 
such is the paleface.  He strikes out for frontier 
then notation
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Sirenian
 The London individual eats about two stone-weight of cabbages,
 watercress, zostera, etc.  It sleeps in what seems a most uncomfortable
 position, arched like a half-bent bow, but still resting on its tail.
       —Harpers New Monthly, 1878
Somniloquent, you,
screaming siren song in
fitful sheets
of music, where it moves you,
twisting in sponge &
       corals.
Bone middens
on the beachhead
    of this mattress,
in diagonal sleep.
Tossing me   -   watercress
with your wide warm feet.
How long, unknowingly, 
I waited for you to 
come up high, out of the sea. 
Not at all
as you’d been painted . . .
though to strange extent like a man in the face.
Oh arch . . . oh fingerboard . . . oh unfretted one,
   the bow stops the strings to ask direction.
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Welcome
 A fruit worthy of the gods and of such excellence that
  it should be gathered only by the hands of a Venus.
               —Jean DeLery, 1578
All marvel and sensate,
you host, spare no expense.
The very pineapple of politeness.
Epiphytic bromeliads
bloom beneath your arms.
Not so common as to render 
terrestrial, the dreams
upon opening your parlour doors.
I am welcome; the finest ships 
have shown your greatest good.
Who, Columbus, on Guadaloupe?
What did he know of this fruit?
All juice and sweet and sharp of taste?
I know a man, who pressed for provisions
in a stinging snow, returned
with a singular pineapple.  Golden.  Pricked.
How do I become
    that man?
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Vor tex Street
In the clear blue sky,
marriage bells,
clear as the sky for now.
But ah, now is a door.
I drive myself home,
two little clouds on my tail—
one for the body, one for the soul.
I find one window gone
and no sign of glass
or us.  Silence at the trough, 
our speck of pig-universe, 
the slop of our unfinished lunch
where it was—
what could be worse
than a house gouged of love?
Did physics unfix us?
Did forces beyond us
blow up our faces
from spaces deep in us,
pulling us down the old tube
of the world we knew
we were nothing but food for?
But ah, a tube has two holes.
Opposite pulses
move through it.
They make one crazy braid
of unraveling water.
When the drag changes sides,
violence takes over,
and somewhere, no matter
how steady she blows,
a girl is pitched off her swing
by her invisible sister,
and no one asks questions—
the heart just falls out of the wind.
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Hur tful 
It’s true I’ve never been able to defend 
myself against your white T-shirt 
and that for most of last summer 
I confused wanting you 
with wanting not to be lonely.  
There are four words 
in the English language that have 
no rhymes:  orange, month, silver, 
and purple.  I want more than anything 
to prove that wrong, and the closest 
I’ve come is hurtful.  
So let me clarify:  Finally, 
I do not love you.  Who 
could take a lifetime 
of your bad poetry?  However, 
there are things I hate you 
more for:  That you can eat french fries 
and not exercise.  That everyone you let 
be close to you has to need 
you.  Strangers gawking 
because you’re radiant 
(and you are radiant!)  
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Song (Pitiful)
All evening I waited for you
          in a window 
    in a coffee shop 
                         on your street—
 a thousand disappointments
        each face 
             not your face    
    floating past
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Nude Yoga (Looking for UFOs)
I paid a man
to get naked 
with me,
to teach me 
yoga—our downward dog-
gy dicks dick-
ing up-
ward.  Once, I wanted  
to fall in love,
to believe in love
the way some people
believe 
in UFOs.  Now I try
 
to expect little
and receive it,
be thankful
like some gratitude
journal
horse-
shit.  The challenge
of the body,
he said,
is mental, for our will
is already present
thanks 
to our spirit.
Can you believe
he really said 
that?
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Piano 
Abandoned lovers understand
what the dead cannot explain:
eternal scales,
a memory of four hands,
recitals, premieres,
perspiration between keys—
so much forgotten when
lover after lover disappears.
Love in a neat hand
on the cover of an empty composition book.
Above stiff pedals—
how the soundboard once shook.
Now no one bothers remembering
spent vibrations;
in the end you surrender nearly everything,
love what you can.
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What I Did While You Were 
Sleeping
I could have picked up Dostoyevsky,
bought gifts for you online,
run out to the street
singing Christmas carols at the top of my lungs.
I could’ve put on headphones,
listened to Mendelssohn or Green Day,
watched late night porn
with the volume turned down,
or prayed for snow.
Instead I thought about us
as I put away the new dishes,
wondered if we’d have time 
to decorate a tree.
When I watch you sew,
I worry that your eyesight will weaken,
that you’ll prick your finger.
I thought about this while you were sleeping,
before I climbed the stairs to join you
for a few hours of oblivion.
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Husk
Now the rain pools, in shallows.
Now the animals come, thirsting, closer.
Now a wordlessness prevailing the way
a wind prevails—
what could shift
any time . . .
  *
Sometimes the colony collapses.
The bees
don’t come back, though not because of—as once
was thought—any
moral weakness, the idea of which continues
strangely to matter, even as, more and more,
it resists mattering.
  *
Fallibility,
plash—
and here, where the longer
branches jut out over the water, the leaves’
inscriptions—
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  *
One man looks at
another, whose head
tilts slightly downward, up, then down again,
as if looking away.
  *
So what, that we’re falling?
130
child
do not die.
jelly kiss me.
jellyfish embrace me.
your sun tanned skin
is brown all over again.
the happiness of whips
flashing me back to you.
whipping. 
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Is that robin’s -egg blue?, or A 
Poet Answers Her Critics
—Some want a guiding principle, narrative pick-me-up.
I give them root beer barrels and butterscotchs, say “suck.”
A tangent is a mathematical loveliness.
Perhaps you’re familiar?
Sister What-Was-Her-Name drew the most elegant trapezoids.
Who wouldn’t want to do some time?
On the blueprints, a door means figure it out; a window, just looking.
I always open every cupboard, admire a narrow linen closet.
In the 1930’s an actress could live at a hotel with her small dog.
I’m longing for something beaded.
I’m thinking in the next life I might appear handmade.  
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Untitled or Not Yet
In order to make space for the sound . . .
A little brilliance here and a little something else . . .
Like churches and marriage . . .
The history of the arch is the history of put your mind to it.
You said, “she needs to slow down.”  But what was the context?  
Getting more for your money?  Check here for maybe?
I’m looking for a softening agent, God.
I’m looking to stand very still.
There’s a lot of the fugitive in theory.  Fuck that.
Now I’m only a little embarrassed, vaguely heartily sorry.
The erotic is not a mystery.
The keystone only seems to bear the most weight.
Innovation comes to those who want and know it.
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I want you to scream it.
I was crouching in the craft aisle.  I was taking just a few notes on The Effect 
of  Vodka on the Underlying Sadness.
For heaven’s sake, don’t worry.  It’s just Wal-Mart:  paintbrushes and paint,
some talent and a little hey why not.
I could make it snowy midnight, if you want.  I could sweep my arms
and be your trusted guide.
Watch:  I’m doing astonishment here.  I’m giving us both permission.
Open 24 hours was invented by me.
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Seneca on Banishment
Somewhere I missed where it said not to do the emperor’s sister,
and at last I get what the khans will be about:  outside, nothing
is more inviting than a wall visible from space.  So I say to myself,
O Greatest Etcetera of your generation, show me a cataclysm
quieter than an exploding star and I’ll know there’s no need
to console my mother for what I’ve become, a dream
of walking so far at night that my clothes wake me in the morning,
anxious to go, gasping for breath.  I pray to Time to make this real.
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Peacocking
Oh, I will play the lap harp 
for you at dinnertime:
the finest white grub 
and cricket on our plates.
My tail was inked 
with a blue watercolour tablet.
Each eye.  Each eye.  And each eye. 
[[ Remember these briefcased men? ]]
*
 At the first sight of Mr. Y, Ms. X recognizes him, thus creating 
  a speckled frock swishing in the rain. 
  Don’t forget your Wellies.
 At the same time she steps into the road to meet him, thus creating 
  a cursive of traffic piling up behind Mr. Y.
 Ms. X is aware of these gestures.  Gesticulates.
 Mr. Y is neat and tidy in his presentation.  Sloppy in his hug.
*
You have been warned of too much Kohl-liner 
rimmed in the inside of your eye, but you never listen. 
Verily, I say, you are a juicy crab-leg, thick as my wrist. 
You are my bee-balm.  My pamplemousse.  Verily, verily.
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Music
What trumpet is
held over to
catch the mouse, hold it
in its bell so
it doesn’t
run,  jump the cheese, etc
or ruin that very
expensive rug, and oh
my, how much
heartache for your
trumpet must be
felt in you.
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One Bright Morning
The hum of gravel
 tires biting rock biting back
 and friends
I have been bitten.
Mosquito, mosquito.
 It was an itch
and then an itch
to go.  He gone.
 The foot’s outside
the door.  They hung
a man on the pecan tree
then they hung a man
 on the oak.
 Then they hung
a man already hanged
again, and I hung
 my arm out the window
 and waved.  So long,
so long.  Fare thee well
when the flowers wilt.
 And the leaves brown.
 And the snow falls.
And the seasons
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with their seasonings,
 the salt in the pan
 the pepper on the chicken
the bird never even
given the chance to fly.
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Los Olvidados
We begged for table scraps so long we could barely manage 
Breadcrumbs too large for our backs to carry 
Over borders and into the folds of cardboard boxes
Simple raindrops became tsunamis 
A breeze would snatch our life away
Before you knew it they wanted us to pay for air and water
The chores became so unbearable chiropractors adjusted
Our rib cages like wooden beads on an abacus
In order to weigh the plus and minuses of our despair
They held us in the palms of their hands and shook us
Lightly like dice careened into corners, stars twirling 
Just above our heads like electric dust mites  
We came up sixes instead of sevens
We knew our luck ran out when they put us back in their pockets
And we got lost among some loose change and dirty lint
Balanced at the edge of a hole small enough to trap flies
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What I’m Told: Paul D’s Origin
Sweet Home Men Series
 for Toni Morrison
About my being born
I only have scraps.
Ain’t too many of us even
know how we got here.
We just here.  In the thick
of all this mess.
They say when I come along
I was the youngest.
Last.
When I come, they say
my momma burst into 
tears at the sight of me.
Couldn’t stop.
I remember drops feeling
like tiny wet fingertips
on my face.  So I knew rain.
Early.
The old woman who
pulled me slick and quiet from between
my momma’s thighs said I 
was born with a veil on my face.
Said it was the sign of the charmed.
Who ever bear it is a seer.
Can look into the before
the could be and the soon come.
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But my veil not the
kind that calls for fortune
or the color of that
great get up morning sun.
My veil the color
of a work hoe.  Dull.
Cloudy day gray.
So I reckon as it is so
My life supposed to be
hard.
I reckon.
My coming filled with tears. 
Maybe my going be the same.
But the damndest  thing.
My gift.
Momma  told me I 
was special.  Blessed even.
But  every  woman I come close to 
weep and moan.
Some holler hold me tight
and tremble like a chill
done wrapped itself around
every bone in they body and
seeped through to settle in the marrow.
Some just twist
they self up like a cloth
fat with rain and squeeze 
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out every last tear.
They bosom heaving like
the blacksmith’s billows
do when he fashioning
shoes for a mare.
I don’t shed  many tears
myself.  Though I reckon I 
got cause to.
They sold momma around
my twelfth year.
My friends dead  sold.
Then I find myself
on the block.
White hands all in my mouth
tugging my ears.
Fingers all up and around
my never mind.
Then I end up here.
At Sweet Home.
Me.  The newest Paul
soon to be the last.
You’d think I’d have 
A whole mess of tears shed by now.
No.
I stored my
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heart away where it couldn’t
never be touched.  Where I keep it 
is like a tin snuff box.
Buried in the dark of me
where it can beat dry and quiet.
Free from all that salty love
leaking from women’s eyes.
When I come around
they tongue confess.
They hearts empty out
onto their faces and  for a moment
they turn loose of they pain.
Some gift.
Some blessing.
I’m charmed.
That’s what I’m told.
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Salvo 
Amass your weapons    you have    mismapped me    Sir.
I must ask that you now draw a bead on my heart.
I am armed & arrayed      I am bellicose     dreadnaught      
feme sole       I am formally fierce & feral & she 
that was formerly penitent & contrite     
was me    but is not me     no not I    I am not quite    
that quiet nor pale nor lost little darling nor your wife    
Who wears her balaclava better 
than the moon snail?  (Kiss by kiss 
she drills through shell and makes her meal.)
She’s after the meat, though, not the pearl—
I’m here for the body and the girl
I used to be;     X marks the marksman
     & the maker of this game.
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Pharmacopeia For The New 
Millennium
1.  Amplia
For the aversion of consequences,
specifically of overeating.  Take
ten tablets with a bottle of red wine,
three Big Macs, cold leftover lasagna,
and one pint of cookie dough ice cream.
Adverse reactions include surliness,
increased drowsiness while watching TV,
and in men, increased morning drowsiness
or an erection that won’t go away
while watching TV.   Call your doctor if
you experience the need to sue for
a raging case of diabetes or 
heart disease, which is really no one’s fault.
2.  Heronil
Highly effective for the absence of
inspiring leaders.  May also be prescribed
for the treatment of illegitimate
elections, lack or loss of civil rights,
and disgust with supreme judicial courts.
Side effects include forgetfulness, nice
dreams, extreme cynicism, and some doubts
about the threat posed by terrorism.
To be taken immediately, if 
clean drinking water is available.
WARNING:  Women should avoid handling
broken or damaged tablets, for reasons
that are obvious.  Call your doctor if
you realize he is a senator
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who might become the next president, and
who has made millions of dollars from
shady corporate health care boondoggles, 
while millions of Americans, many of whom
will vote for him, cannot afford this drug.
3.  Caldonix
In large clinical trials, has been shown
to decrease awareness of increasing
ambient temperatures.  Mechanism 
of action is poorly understood, but
may be related to lower threshold 
for cranking up the AC.   Adverse events
can be debated endlessly while we
measure the rate at which polar ice caps
melt.  Rising sea levels may or may not
be related.  Nonbiased consultants’
reports suggest that more Americans 
worry about Pluto’s planetary 
status than the certain disappearance
of the island nations of  Tuvalu 
and the Maldives.  May also interact
with other new drugs like Amplia and
Heronil, causing a rise in serum 
drug levels and neurotoxicity.  
Call your doctor if you have no one else 
to call, or if you missed the episode 
of Survivor:  Vanuatu in which
Lars votes Kim off after calling her a bitch. 
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4.  Wikipor
Used to control delusions of control,
democratic knowledge-sharing, and all
other false hopes engendered by too much
surfing on the internet.  May cause hives
if taken while downloading music files
illegally or checking out porn sites.  
Induce vomiting immediately
if ingested accidentally.  Call
your doctor if you want a computer
but can’t afford one, for a prescription
for a generic sedative instead.
5.  Empathase
Indicated for the reduction of 
despair associated with the loss
of compassion.  Hopeless romantics and
hand-wringing, bleeding-heart liberals may
also see some improvement with chronic
use.  May be habit forming.  Maybe not.
May be taken on a full stomach if 
not impoverished.  May heighten certain
spiritual impulses, while others
may be diminished.  May cause the pooled blood
of an adulteress condemned to death by
stoning to look like the Virgin Mary. 
May cause black men and homosexuals
to be mistaken for our brothers.  Call
your doctor now to get your free sample
and find out if treatment is right for you.
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Eyes for You
It’s raining July into June
  it’s greenish, it’s bluish, etc. 
  photosensitive cells, nerve impulses
 Girl, I love you like synaptic convergence
 My exterior fibrous tunic is dripping over you, I see you cross a lawn,
   an early haze is over the white stone dorms you’re living in
   it’s that greenish early day foam.
My vascular tunic is everything coming together for you, 
we spent a whole week together, and that whole week was like fun
and very upsetting and difficult and triumphant and bloody
and oozing and cathodes and anodes and impulses and trigger mechanisms in 
 the brain
and water and fog and green grass and the lawn and sunny and too much light 
 and paths 
light follows into patterns of recognition in the brain and I really miss you!
and the nervous tunic
O the nervous tunic
It’s all starting to make sexy, sexy sense.  Please make that blood flow faster.
Please put things together. 
I heard the dumbest thing about beauty / eyes / a certain holder
see it like this:
  there are rays, 
   directions,
    colors, functions,
   expression, choice making,
    go out and buy a phone and call me.
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My Friend Strauss’s Poem
The thing of it all is that we were
 both working
to preserve the forest you
work in, you beat a path
 mow the sod flat,
 kick up wet earth under the dry ATV treads:
we pass you with a packed pipe. (The earth is a pile)
above us a sky
a canopy of trees
netting
smoke whirls up
regardless,  the lighter clicks.
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Barn Fire
The shape of dark.  How when we say tunnel or well  
we really mean the space inside.  Not cup.  Not lantern.  
 
And here, I am asking to explain another way.  
How a spoken name melts to water to light.  
 
I cannot see the word, and so must revisit the before:  
not to escape the thing, but to get a better look at it.  
 
I just needed to see it coming.  I just needed to see it  
so I could catch it right.  I needed so badly to catch it. 
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Grit
It comes from warm blood, movement
of breath, chest exorcising
daily.  There are hints
of gasoline, sawdust, tire tread,
a woman’s perfume.  It smells
like my father
at dusk in the summertime,
like the construction worker beside you
on the rush hour train.
Yes, it’s refreshing.
It’s pedestrians leaning
into the wind, as if gravity
likes the upper body better,
the chest, the neck, the forehead. 
People bend above the bellybutton
when they forget their hats,
hands on their ears and elbows forward
like they’re entering the parallel squat rack.
It’s two feet moving in different directions,
hitting the ground at precise times
widening weight.
It’s feet in rubbers in muck.
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it is the anniversary
of my grandfather’s death
i am washing my hair
mother calls
she has prepared souji ka halwa
for the Fathiha
the Ja Namaas is spread on
the living room floor
my mother and i sit
behind my father     (brother is at track practice)
as he begins to recite
the first Durood Sharif
my mother 
wipes at her eyes
repeats the prayers 
quietly
at the Fathiha’s end 
the Ja Namaas is folded
my mother and i
eat small square pieces 
of the souji ka halwa
topped with almond slivers
it has a strong sweet taste
i decline a second offering
my mother goes 
to the family room
to watch t.v.
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Chinese New Year
 for Enid
My mother is sitting at the table
Swinging her legs like a little girl
I open the bag of Chinese food
Purchased from Duck River on Greenwich Street
Shrimp fried rice
Sweet and sour shrimp
White rice
Egg rolls
We eat and talk about the weather
Relatives and daily news
Almost ninety my mother
Considers each day a blessing
She smiles and places her Fortune
Cookie into my hands
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The Widow of Baghdad
After another funeral
the widow removes her black dress
and turns it over to darkness
where
it hangs itself in the corner of the room.
Turning to look into her mirror
She discovers a lump in her breast—
A bomb resting in her hands
In Baghdad even soft things explode.
A husband’s smile sleeps on a sidewalk
glass glittering instead of teeth.
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Af fair in Fragments
I dress for the chance of seeing you.  I taste your skin in hallways.
What color?  By how far you walk away, this is how she knows.
We almost and always and you dress bent over.
I deceived him the first kiss.  Danger and freedom.
He saw from stairwells.  A long time since we’ve been like this. 
Is she not me?  I will not dress.  Arrive earlier. 
You pour champagne in my open mouth.
She looks up and loves you.  We should dance another way.
There are many dolls on this shelf.
I promise I will come.  Pearls over a backseat. 
Too nice, too nice for church on Sunday. 
This is the second time I’ve fallen asleep in your lap.
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A Drag Queen Walks Into the Kit 
Kat Lounge
bright green dress on Sunday,
her two fingers pinch its bottom hem.
swinging it girlish, proper
 she is almost skipping.
 it is spring and warm—
she is dark, powdered and glowing,
 a mistress of entrances.
in graceful motion 
 she swings the door open.
 her dress:  a lady it ushers in.
walking across halsted avenue
 a suited man passes me,
  we talk on similar cell phones.
 we are much unlike her
and i am ashamed.
What appling?
 
What broad shoulders and straight waist?
the dress.
 all i want is the dress
 and the way she turns corners. 
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She Was Always So Careful With 
Words
Grace Paley asked me to drive her
to see some trees high in the Oregon mountains
with bottoms, she said, as in, buttocks, 
butts. I said Huh?
I borrowed a car.
We climbed past fields & meadows 
speckled with purple wildflowers,
tiny cups & cones dangling upside down.
I said, Do they have
breasts too? 
We spoke of government wastefulness, 
the redemption of community.
Another day she’d come by my cabin to tell me
I should have another child.  Why?
Because if you don’t, when you die,
who will your son remember you with?
Then we found the groves, 
trees with prominent bulges, 
teen-age girls in tight skin,
& we walked among them, stroking their butts
& wondering.  That night at dinner someone asked 
Did Grace enjoy the trees? 
Yes, I said, She liked them a lot,
but she overheard & corrected.
No I did not, she said. 
I liked them only a little.
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What Will Happen To You?
Don’t worry too much about what job you will have.
In fact, don’t worry at all.
Just discover things you love to do & do them.
Make mistakes.
When Jack Kerouac said, Rest & be kind,
you don’t have to prove anything,
he was talking to you.
The honeybee and the monarch,
their lives are much shorter than yours,
hover for a few seconds 
in many flowers that don’t have much to offer. 
Making distinctions turns out to be more precious
than having any great talent.
Persistence, resilience, wrap those words
around your waist, under your pants,
where some people wear their passports.
We all have more intuition than we realize
And no test or friend can measure it.
But we can certainly decide
whether to trust it or not.
On the bulletin board at the San Francisco Zen Center
someone is looking for an “unobtrusive person”
whose first duty every morning will be to make coffee.
This could be you.
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Talking With My Dead Daughter 
(1)
Today I read of an artist who uses dust
from the homes of her subjects 
to paint their portraits,
mixing it with bright oils.
Why did I not think of this?
Dust from your grave
so bright and powdery
it would warble like sunlit mica
as I smeared the canvas with my hands,
tracing your bones and smile and body,
the pandemonium of your hair.
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Talking With My Dead Daughter 
(2)
Why do my words fall apart
whenever I describe you
opening a window to the mockingbird,
listening to his song all day?
Or strolling on a beach in Maine,
your children beside you,
searching for starfish?
I was the one Fate chose
to keep you alive, to make the air
remember.
There are days—
seconds, minutes go by
I don’t think of you.
I have failed at grief.
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Responsibility
Taking my dog for a walk,
I find four baby possums dead,
their tails curled in question marks,
their mouths eating maggots.
Soon, the April grass around the bodies,
bedazzled until now
with the lark of being grass,
will understand its office
and take them in.
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What Comes From Loneliness
Today is a new version of yesterday
shaped like the color gray, which starts another sky.
Flags fetter the wind from the horizon
where fog rests among an assembly of scrawny hills 
and “the rain is not done yet,” I say to myself.
This is obvious, but I repeat it anyway
because the moosehead hanging over the mantle
looks so real the instant I flick the lights on
and I thought he might like to hear my forecast.
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Three Measures Of Time
1.  How My Brother Tells Time
By noon and the hours jumping toward dinner bells. 
By the goodness in the body smelling sweet 
as the air around Mother’s goodnight sentence, 
the one long since gone flat as money, 
the belly shrouded in hunger. 
The past is nutritious; the past is there on the table 
with the hair you know is Mother’s color. 
It’s curling and somewhere she is marveling 
her light-headed, near comic hairdo. 
Absence in each Hello, her teeth are yellow, 
her belly stretched marked, her glasses 
were supposed to be scratch proof and unbreakable. 
She is in the kitchen cooking something 
and singing, each pink note ringing through the rooms, 
but it’s not the kind of shoo-bee-doo-bees the radio loves 
to spit at you.  If she wrote the words down, 
they’d be illegible, darkening, prideful.  You might ask her 
later if she’d finished dinner, but she’d already be asleep. 
Let’s wait in the hall outside her door with our plates. 
No such thing as thanklessness.  Let’s sing until she’s sound
awake, half brother.  I am or I am almost the same as you.  
The hour is hushed and clicking to rust 
and cleaving and cleaving to her:  the meat that made us. 
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2.  How My Father Tells Time
By knowing how the year jumps forward.
God in the meat of a chicken.  The smell
of barbecue in a sentence, the scent 
long gone flat as money.  Animal hunger 
in the mouth like the hollow side of a bell. 
And remorsefulness bland as the grease 
on the carcass.  The past has its nutrients, 
but it is too thin for color and it is shapeless. 
Like wind troubling my mother’s hairdo 
when she looks at you sideways, 
a gathering storm in each Hello.
The day is yellow but it is not scratchproof 
or unbreakable.  By the time the coals die down
you’re asleep before a whispering tv. 
No such thing as darkening. 
Let’s sing the old songs until the hour is new. 
Step-Daddy, half of me belongs to you. 
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3.  How My Mother Tells Time
By none of the hours jumping at the window.
By the joblessness of God and the body
beneath a floral bed sheet.  A sentence
with no sense of anything but money. 
A mouth of bad teeth and a past bland 
as grease in hair too thin for color. 
Sleep is a form of absence. 
Nothing sings without food.
You are in the kitchen with a spatula
above something inedible or inevitable
and darkening.  Or you are asleep
in a locked room.  O Blood, 
the hours cling to you.
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Flame and Road for James 
Baldwin
1.
A woman falls backward, I say Jesus 
and she’s a blackbird with no feathers
I say praise and she’s a cross waiting 
for the hammer.  My mother fears me 
as I fear myself.  I’m empty.
I say serpent and the church says 
Preach Little Light.  I say repent.
I say goodness, but the rage is in me.
I am a pupil of motion, a disciple of doubt,
a fork in the road,  a tongue split by faith. 
I heard this is what it means to be human.
I don’t want to live in this fired skin nor toss it out. 
2.
I too was once banished from New York City.
I too was once in love with the language 
Preachers and sinners spat out in code.
When I think of your sad, owl eyes I think of the distance 
between “Sonny’s Blues” and “Going to Meet the Man,”
Between the poles of politic and song.
I too want to know what language is capable of.
Your stare was fuller and more broken than my own.
I too was banished from New York City, but not for love.
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In the city prayer buckles under its cargo.
There is a black horse with its head down,
It drags a coffin and cemetery parade. 
James Baldwin has passed and passed this way.
His lovers and a school of strangers dolled and black,
As the long road buckling under our weight.
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Next Door
My first political argument was with Mr. Burt.
I was 14.  I don’t remember the exact topic 
but it was something like: Republicans suck 
or: Who gives a crap about the middle east?
Mr. Burt took me seriously enough to explain 
the doctrine of America’s Sphere of Influence 
and I listened because we were riding in his Cadillac 
back from the Jets-Dolphins game at Shea Stadium 
to which he was generous enough to take me 
along with his three sons, who kept quiet 
as their father spoke about oil, Israel, protecting 
U.S. interests, and I’m sorry for remembering him lifting 
one hip slightly from the plush leather seat to break wind, 
then saying Excuse me without the least bit of shyness. 
He didn’t convince me of anything, though I knew 
there was something very right about this man 
despite his views and his money and that fart 
because I grew up watching the Burt’s next door, 
a hive of visitors, hors d’oeuvres on the deck 
bordered by Mrs. Burt’s roses, Patty and Chris 
home from college, Timmy in the garage under his Corvette, 
Tonya the Fresh Air kid come for the summer, 
always a new tapestry or painting, recipes to try, 
games in the basement, skis on top of the car, 
Golden Retriever, fire in the hearth, sunset 
through windows entirely different from ours. 
It wasn’t wealth or politics that got tickets to the Jets, 
it was life, and they had more of it than we did. 
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Waiting at the Gate
I stood gripping the gate, scared,
And to keep my mind busy,
I dug into my pockets—
A nub of pencil with all the wrong answers. 
Little John was getting a beating
That started in the kitchen,
A spicy meal of hurt,
And had now moved to the living room—
In his Italian house,
Jesus hung glowing in three bedrooms.
In the hallway, He was a wooden cross with slivers 
If you rubbed Him the wrong way.  
Ten minutes later,
Little John came out putting on his belt,
The same one that had striped
His arms and legs,
His back when he lifted his shirt.
My eyes were moist.
I told him, no, I wasn’t crying,
They were just stinging from smoke . . .
Earlier we had been jumping
Over a leaf fire.
In the alley,
I looked at my palm—
Slivers from gripping the gate,
From rubbing God the wrong way. 
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Late -Night Drinking
“In his last years,
Sinatra didn’t sound any better than me
Reading the menu loudly at Denny’s,”
I tell my friend with a cognac in one hand,
A cigar in the other.  Shaking his head, he threatens
To stub the cigar’s glowing tip into my forehead
And produce a third red eye for my enlightenment.
I already possess two—the drinking started 
After the sun slipped under
The eucalyptus and the yakkitty-yak birds
Buttoned their beaks, and gave up
For the night.  I’m sort of a bird, too,
As I have closed my eyes,
And am snoring over my friend’s faulty vocals,
A cruel mockery.  “You’ll pay,” 
My friend growls, sipping the last of his cognac, 
Fumes of the sentimental 50s,
All that’s left in the tank
As we coast downhill in our late 50s,
Our youth a faraway shore,
Our hair everywhere around the house except our scalps.
We’ll walk to Denny’s, shoulder to shoulder,
Both crooning Sinatra in his later years.  
By then the birds will be shrugging 
Off their sleep—
And the sun will be up, 
Another red eye beginning the day. 
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The Comfor t of Wounds
It’s moonbright and I walk  
to find my childhood 
carved into a maple, pitted 
in the rocks of Saw Creek. 
It is all we can hope for 
between sunbeams,
 
these quiet moments 
we spend with our scars. 
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Over The Hedge
We labor in the backyard, weeding, 
pulling stones like tumors up 
from the hardened clay, lumpy 
ogre-piles of rock-clod-weed: 
scare-crowish.  Back to bent back, 
we are tin-foil and matchstick, stooped 
over our rakes like Van Gogh’s long dead 
Hay Makers, though maybe happier 
in our work, work that brings forth 
little more than a few ratty tomatoes, 
knobby volunteer potatoes, the odd 
renegade squash.  We leave in the wild 
carrots and hollow onion stalks, dead-head 
the gangly rogue rose we’ve grown to love 
like a headstrong adolescent boy. 
It’s mostly exercise for the quickly aging here: 
fresh air, a loss of self-consciousness, to be 
without thought among the reedy weeds, 
brushing gnats from our eyes, pollen-
fingered, followed by bursts of orgiastic 
sneezing, stopping us in our tracks.  
We tug up feeder root saplings, knowing 
in some distant way that without us 
this garden will, in a few untended years, 
become a forest of oak and ash, 
the lilac, thriving now, will become stunted, 
shriveled, curled up like an old woman 
in the deadly hemlock shade.  This patch 
of grass we stand in, freshly mown, 
will dwindle to a few scruffy tufts, 
and the porch with its new coat 
of off-white paint is really nothing more 
than a future ladder for the un-removable 
morning glory.  And the ivy will crawl down 
from its banks in a slow green wave 
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to cover the driveway’s broken shore, 
then climb our shingled house, growing over 
the windows we washed just last week, 
one inside, one out, rags in our hands, 
working circles in tandem, making 
faces at each other through the glass.  
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The Yellow Bathing Suit
I pick it up, wring it out (wonder when 
my niece started wearing bikinis)
then hang it out with towels to dry.
No doubt I saved her from a scolding.
My sister scolds even me:  You’re 36.
You’re throwing your money away renting.
I tell her I’ll buy.  When I meet someone. 
Yes, everything . . .  when you meet someone.
Oh, Uncle Mike . . .  Uncle Mike?
I’m asked to abandon my book and the a.c.
for another game of Marco Polo.
I know with her parents making dinner,
she and the neighbor girls need supervision.
Or maybe she just wants to include me.
Once again, naval deep in warm water,
I am repeatedly calling out a man’s name 
and reaching for those slippery children
as they bob (There! No, there! ) faintly
on a periphery.
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The Evangelist’s Wife
She has a few friends, but they’re like her—
grand in Smile School, good with the nod.
She likes the children’s cat, how it
adores itself.  The children?  
 
Well, they look like pets dressed in
doll’s clothes—miserable and weird.
She dreams of Paradise before Adam:  just
things standing in water or among trees. 
The most Eden-like place she knows
is the fish tank with its slow, pop-eyed
denizens and the $12.95 mermaid, her
nipples redder than anything in this world.
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Palimpsest
The Egg Roll Hut in Dallas has a sign the shape
of an ice cream cone.  Years ago, we fell in love
with the word shiitake because it sounded profane
and still refined.  We opened our mouths
for golden-fried chunks of General Tso’s, sipped green tea
in porcelain cups.  There was never a need to ask
about the vanilla swirl over the red Chinese above
the “burgers & shakes” sign.  Same reason 
the shutdown Hilton beneath the ridge was renamed
the Hiltop.  It is like writing over sorrow.
I try to write a poem about a girl pumping gas at a Citgo
and it is really about my mother catching me with Playboy,
my inability to hug her until I was twenty-three.
Some bars encourage writing on their bathroom walls,
the scribble of spontaneous passion revised
until Robby no longer loves Esmeralda and Roger
stops giving good head at 3 p.m. on Wednesdays
and Hector has spray-painted over all of it,
calling everyone a fag.  Sometimes there’s no desire
to erase what’s past.  The pain that rises to our skin
is beautiful, and the faces that read “I am hurt”
offer the softest mouths and tongues that blur.
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Smoking 
The first time I tried it we used coffee beans and notebook paper.  I 
remember pulling the kitchen cabinets open like a bum counting coins in his 
rough-gloved palms, searching for the rust-torn Folger’s tin.  I poured beans 
into a Ziploc bag, sealed its clicking rivets twice, and shoved it into my parka. 
I zipped down the block on my red bike and picked up Hillary.  We walked 
aside the creek until we met Dan, pulled out a stack of notebook paper, and 
rolled five coffee cigarettes, sealing them with Scotch tape.  The blue lighter 
I stole from a supermarket felt like a pistol in my pocket.  When we got to 
the edges of the cornfield, we brushed the stalks back and walked ten feet in 
until the boundaries blurred.  Cigarettes in mouth, we lit the pistol and shot 
back the smoke until it sighed through cough into cloud.  With our heads 
hummed hollow, our plume of wonder set itself snug into the crouch of new 
cool.  We attempted rings and tested our hold, pulling the trigger into two 
last joints that passed our lips and prickled.  In the dark Dan left us, the glow 
of the last bean unleashing him into dissipating thicket.  I held Hillary’s hand, 
sputtered in the coffee-breath mutter of her smirk, and moved against her 
mouth, the coins counted out. 
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Missoula Eclipse 
Believe the couple who have finished their picnic/and make wet love in the 
grass. . . . Believe in milestones, the day/you left home forever and the cold 
open way/a world would not let you come in. 
(Part of the inscription on Richard Hugo’s headstone in Missoula, 
MT, from his poem,“Glen Uig.”)
If I could live again as just one thing
it would be this early Autumn wind 
as it cartwheels the rooftops & avenues 
of the Pacific Northwest; the way the air 
of orchards vaulted in the mind of Keats 
as he brimmed over with his last Odes 
dreaming of the mouths his final words 
would touch & kiss through any darkness 
like a shooting star; the way a starry-eyed 
stranger once blew smoke into the night
before offering me her cigarette outside 
the 92nd Street Y, where I’d just given 
a reading, so that I didn’t even notice 
sad-faced Jim Wright in a patch of leaves. 
And there we were again, Jim weeping
& breathless to tell me he’d stopped drinking
and was in love; and, in a voice reserved 
for children (and the very lost) told me 
he had cancer.  I wish we had hightailed it 
then into my dream of Rome, the dream
where we are laughing at our dumb luck 
and near giddy as we exit the gilded portal 
& enter a day too bright to see the Spanish steps,
where, for us, apparently, it is always noon; 
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I always wanted to take Jim to Rome—
to see the black ink of cuttlefish 
and shadows blue the edges of his grin
even if we were just to stand penniless & eye 
the sparkling wishes tossed into fountains,
one whose water surrounds a sculpted hull 
of a boat that’s lost its mast, held in a state
of perpetual sinking as Jim points to the flat
where John Keats died, his friend Severn 
at his side, drawing him over and over—
even after his last torment; Jim tells me 
about the dream he’s having lately  
in which Keats appears, practically 
flying up and down the Spanish Steps 
in inline blades; Jim wants so badly 
to grab the frilly garment of the white-
shirted Romantic, who now is naked 
to the waist and in black spandex, 
in death forever beautiful and ridiculous, 
but Jim’s afraid to wake us from the dream. 
Still, there’s a melody under Keats’ breath. 
It might be from Haydn’s “Water Music” 
or just the syncopated rhythms of the boat
we ride, Our Fountain of the Sinking Ship. 
Oh, to be so close to the poet we love 
who died at half our age not knowing
what he would become for so many of us, 
understandably, makes us a little insane. 
Jim asks if I know what it all means 
& then he’s coming at me like Sonny Liston, 
as if the only way affection can be shown
between men like us is with an open fist.
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And, forgetting a moment that I am 
not even the merest breeze in your living hair, 
and that a boneyard in Missoula, Montana 
negates this vision, just now to my dead friend 
I’m real as any man who’s loved his life,
&, stunned by it, tries to face what he can’t take,
when the trees of Rome rattle their silver leaves, 
and Jim picks me up, like nothing, in his arms.
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Stunning
On the morning of her fourth son’s wedding
Eileen checked on the bride
who needed help pinning a flower to her white lapel
—no strapless gown for the tall, strong go-getter.
Eileen pricked her finger and bled on the bride’s suit.
Your own spit removes your own blood
and Eileen tried
but she had just swallowed a sip
of red wine—
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Whichever Pen You Use to Sign, 
Your Own Blood Issues  
The fuckwad wants to compare nonfeelings.  Wick
stumper cesspool torquing slack bastion cracks wide.
I hoof it through Ugly Park to the fixit.  A salve please,
an antibacterial spill theorem.  Freak tag my chart please,
my lick please, my rigged stop heart thwack.  Slushing.
A swab please.  Outside the crow birds on gates and inside
the gates close, the astrologers fluffed and ready, perched.
Chairs banal, savannah ink blot stone fed peace farce.
Oh pill me.  Still me stinking ripe face gone zone proof.
Slow me and fence it.  I hock shop I gold play I leaking
valuables.  There is a window, roll call, a vile plastic stack.
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Betrothal
The only way to be engaged
is to be optimistic.
Oranges, someone let fall oranges,
ripe, it’s their season.
They lay bright in dust
and shell gravel, the center
of a still life dropped,
rolled off a truck.
Imagining you as I step,
you as seasonal fruit, cherries 
rotting around trees.
Wild blackberries, a sheet of melon.
I align myself over and over
accordingly. 
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Repor t
What did the men look like?
I call 911 but reach a psychic hotline.  All the service numbers have been 
changed.  Why wasn’t I told?  The burglars sneer when I ask the psychic to 
“patch me through” to the police.  Chuck is searching for help online but, 
of course, the screen freezes.  We try joking with the burglars about the 
telecomm system.  They laugh menacingly.
On the busy, patterned carpet,
one empty shoe nuzzles its twin.
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Solution
A solution is found
when creatures
from the last ice age
band together
to survive.
Circumstances spin
like the mobile
above a baby crib.
Follow along
with an endearing
first person,
a penguin.
You won’t get far.
You’re the thing
that waits
to trap
each passing thought,
the anxious
blank
that God loves.
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Chicken
The damn thing broke its legs   
under the weight of its own flesh.   
Mother fuck.  The damn thing broke      
its legs.  The damn thing.  Broke its legs 
under the barn floor so I can’t get it.     
Rotten chicken can’t be eaten.  Damn.
The damn thing broke its legs 
under the weight of its own flesh.  Mother 
 
is pissed.  Curses.  Blames me.  Rotten
wicked chicken.  Kick it.  Damn thing
rotted under . . . I just . . . Mother
is pissed.  She curses me.  Rotten
fucking thing.  I just . . .  just fed it corn.
It ate.  Glutton.  And now, Mother
is pissed.  Curses.  Blames me.  Rotten
wicked chicken.  Kick it.  Damn thing.
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A shor tened list of names 
(and titles) in the order that 
I remember being called since 
8 years old. 
 For a complete list of who said what and when, turn to page 422 in 
 the printed edition.
Bad.  Baby Jaws.  Granddaughter.  Brat.  Sissy.  Cuz.  Girl.  Not a boy.  Lazy.  
Dumb.  Self Entertained.  Daughter.  Sister.  Adopted.  Stupid.  Ignorant.  
Poor.  Young.  Slow.  Little Boy.  Farmerette.  Baptist.  Farm Girl.  Hick.  
Dense.  Liar.  Tom Boy.  Boyish.  Teen.  Crazy.  Weird.  Cunt.  That Cunt.  You 
Cunt.  Ugly Cunt.  Miss Cunt.  Susan Cunt.  Cunt Cunt.  (Any variation of 
cunt used by juveniles since cunt conveniently rhymes with Yount.  Fuck you 
all.) Honor Student.  Best Friend.  Virgin.  Lesbian.  Slut.  Hood.  Smoker.  
Drinker.  Hoar.  Sexy.  Girlfriend.  Bitch.  Abused.  Tramp.  Sexually Abused.  
Physically Abused.  Ho.  Wild.  Ex Girlfriend.  Born Again.  Pentecostal.  
Secretary.  Fiancé.  Ex Fiancé.  High School Graduate.  Democrat.  Voter.  
Janitor.  Blue Collar.  Night-Shift Packer.  Redneck.  Tough.  College 
Student.  Photographer.  White Trash.  Blood Donor.  Grade A Meat.  Pot 
Head.  Loser.  Waitress.  Patient.  Bitter.  Transfer Student.  Independent.  
Clerk.  Prep Cook.  Cool.  Plasma Donor.  Art Model.  Anorexic.  Vegetarian.  
Earth Mother.  Breeder.  Scholarship Recipient.  Hippy.  Criminal.  
Poet.  Hair Donor.  College Graduate.  Woman.  Alcoholic.  Freelance 
Photographer.  Intern.  Publications Specialist.  World Traveler.  Animal 
Eater.  Non-smoker.  Fat.  Unemployed.  Daughter of an Alcoholic.  Temp.  
Smart.  Wife.  Daughter-in-law.  Sister-in-law.  Assistant Office Manager.  
Guest Graduate Student.  Part-time Student.  Self Righteous.  Judgmental.  
Prim and Proper.  Executive Assistant.  White Collar.  Rich.  Organ Donor.  
Republican.  The Perfect Childless Mother.  Editor.  Victim.  Vigilante.  
Plaintiff.  White Girl.  Bully.  A Real Bitch.  Pregnant.  Graduate Student.  
Mother.  Not Mexican.  Mama.
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Absinthe 10
 Amma
In this desert, glass 
turns 
perfect.  All 
harshness, raining on it, 
grinds away 
every jag and nodule; 
none of it is blank. 
As it ages, it 
purples; 
even the black, 
volcanic glass, conchoidal, 
sharp, eventually 
dissolves, 
becoming as deep 
a pool 
as a pupil opening 
into 
an iris.
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The Enlightenment Ef fect
The most naive view is the best
As if you could see the shape of the whole thing 
A system of systems punctuated by tulips 
And you could just publish it
Revealing the secret kinship between oil crises 
and cries of love
That’s been keeping the bigwigs busy
We are living in California and everywhere else
Depending on the size of the we
We are what is moving inside dead time wait
Time isn’t dead it’s honey
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The Event
Talking to strangers about Zidane. 
Talking to Michael and Geoffrey about Zidane. 
Walking down the street but thinking about Zidane.
Sitting in a bar in a beure neighborhood discussing Zidane.
Listening to Adrienne Rich at the Village Voice July 18 but thinking about 
Zidane.
Listening to the new song about Zidane. 
Imagining an entire book about Zidane.
Shopping for books but thinking about Zidane.
Sexual fantasies about Zidane. 
People outside watching television through the window for news about 
Zidane.
Mentioning the Nitzchean Superman in re Zidane.
Appearance on the street of graffiti about Zidane.
And t-shirts and magazines about Zidane. 
Drinking about Zidane.
Trip to the airport about Zidane. 
Sleeping late about Zidane.
No summer and no Zidane only summer about Zidane.
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from Adorno’s Noise
regard for the object, rather than 
communication is suspect
If normality is death then regard for the object rather than communication 
is suspect.  This may be a statement some would consider too far out.  Yet 
it has been said at other times and even recently nothing can any longer be 
considered too far out.  Strange planets beyond those orbiting our own sun 
are now available to ascription.  Like human beings, they can be assigned a 
value because they have been identified and are known to exist.  Because 
they exist in reality, the world is bigger than it was before the strange planets 
were known to exist.  I wonder if it would be the case that if normality were 
not death, regard for the object would be purely an entailment of belief and 
communication would in turn become the object of thought.  This may 
seem a bit mad, as well as inappropriate content for a meaty essay.  Bear 
with me for a little while.  You and I will go on an excursion together and 
discover something along the way if we’re lucky.  If we are not lucky, neither 
you nor I will be worse off than when we started.  I can’t guarantee this but 
it is something I believe with enough confidence to proceed to the next 
sentence.  The next sentence is not a death sentence.
The thought of strange planets thirty-five light years away produces 
expansive feelings about this world, the world in which you and I eat, 
breathe, think and love.  Now that we know about them, these planets are 
part of the world in which we do these normal things.  I would like to 
say something more specific about this feeling of expansion even as it also 
makes no sense in a harmless kind of way.  When you learn about the planets 
thirty-five light years away, do you sense that the bowl form that is the 
architecture of our universe has been rescaled and that you can breathe more 
freely within this freshly realized McBasin?  Do you also sense that your 
intelligence data has just increased?  Rather than being a passive recipient 
of awesome news generated by science coverage of astronomic laboratories, 
this kind of information, which, with the aid of a computer I have actually 
located on my own with hardly any effort at all, gives me a feeling of 
complicity in something that has enlarged my sense of being alive.  I have a 
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feeling of grandiosity not unlike what I imagine to be that of a CIA agent 
when she learns something no one else knows.  A blank and therefore barely 
existing feature of the world, once illuminated, fills out and extends the 
world.
Sometimes it seems hardly to matter what happens to the world or what the 
world does as long as it keeps getting bigger in this manner even as aspects 
of it are diminished or even eradicated by edicts.  Pluto is a good example, 
having recently lost its planetary status.  I find this oddly disturbing because 
even though it is said to no longer exist as a planet, Pluto is still Pluto.  The 
dwarf planet, or mere rock orbiting the sun, will remain for a long time 
tinged with its prior potent identity.  Perhaps someday only astronomers and 
celestial body fanatics will know Pluto was demoted to the status of dwarf 
planet.  There will have been so many revelations about celestial bodies 
since its demotion that its history will become obscure.  Will its original 
planetary identity ever completely disappear so that no one knows its history 
of promotion and demotion?  I imagine that as long as it remains Pluto 
the dwarf planet, its history will not completely disappear.  Like the word 
“apartheid,” now that it has been transplanted in the Occupied Territories 
and other places too, it will remain the mere shadow of its former self, long 
after I and countless others have completely disappeared.
The huger the world gets the more authority, design ideas, and universal 
embrace enlarge its compass.  Bossy people, innovative form, agape and 
other spiritual modes of love stimulate its growth.  The arms that surround 
everything are vitalized.  No longer fearful, these arms bloom at night into 
monstrosities unembarrassed to show themselves in the day, while knowledge 
of the newly identified planetary bodies, remote and inaccessible as these may 
be, reassures those of us who need comfort of our place in the obscene.  
Between the extraterrestrial sphere of actual heavenly bodies and the 
terrestrial wishes we make upon stars, the collective imagination of the 
heavens can become choked with details that derail individual’s desires to 
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psychologically expand outward.  In extreme cases the ego can find itself 
backed into a corner or, even worse, trembling in fear of its own impulse 
to interject itself anywhere.  It becomes a thing living only to avoid having 
some kind of unwarranted impact on other things it can’t see with its naked 
sensors.  The government is keenly aware of this.
Rarely do ordinary citizens prefer casting their wishes too numerously.  It 
is horrifying to think of burning out stars, planets, the heavenly bodies 
with too many wishes, nor do those of us minding our own business enjoy 
thinking about an outer space cluttered by spontaneous thoughts.  It is a 
good thing when something fresh and real and profoundly distant within the 
universe is identified and we can distribute our wishes to the new and far 
locales—rather than to merely distantly vague objects or subjects—fantasies 
as unpractical as soldiers refusing to go to war for tyrants.  Who does not feel 
joyful upon the discovery of vaporous planets thirty-five light years away?  
Somewhere there is more water, the impersonal life-sustaining element exists 
on its own accord beyond you and me.  For we have been known to get sick 
of, even disgusted with, our own subjectivity, though this can be difficult to 
admit.  It is difficult to admit because usually there is no one listening to the 
admission:  we are only listening to ourselves.  This is no way to live.  And 
thus I repeat the thoughts of Sun Ra, who in taking dictation from himself 
wrote this word:  “live.”
It has been said that just as we feel better when we resonate with our wishes, 
when they send back signs that help us to locate ourselves objectively, so 
too do we like to dilute the density of wishes:  we do not want too much 
of ourselves to glue up that which we are not.  Sometimes the conflation of 
outer with inner space causes problems, even mass confusion.  Hurricanes 
flare up impatiently flinging our furniture and debris onto our concrete 
identities.  Our roles in society are attacked by what we own.  It is hard in 
this context to stand up and be simple, to have a body dependent on other 
bodies, a being contiguous with other beings.  
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Filth and debris complicates our thoughts and movements to such a degree 
it is unclear whether or not movement can exist independently of thought.  
Extremists believe my heartbeat exists because the doctor has put her ear to 
the heart and your freedom exists because I have been profiled.  In the views 
of extremists we must not let our ears and eyes go to waste even if a roof 
over the head is a small matter.  There are always more roofs floating around 
in the flood-tides.
Sometimes too my hands are full and I don’t know where to dump what’s in 
them.
This is why it is said that some of us have taken to using baskets, to carrying 
them, to sometimes simply standing by or with them, being photographed 
next to them, or wearing them in the manner of a refrigerator wearing a 
magnet—even if neither the body nor the basket is flat surfaced.  It is not 
only that we are suggesting that we remember to clean up after ourselves.  
The baskets themselves are transposed by our behaviors, which undermine 
subject and object so that one is no longer certain which is which.  The 
command is out there somewhere swinging in limbo.  
Baskets are part of an old regime, a form that endures.  Standing with 
a basket as if it were a person is an act deforming a potential utilitarian 
relationship to an object:  the status of the object is reassigned by the action, 
and what this status is remains open to interpretation.  Is the old regime 
still possible?  Simply stated, the deformation of action in relationship to 
the object initiates an instance in which the utility of the basket becomes 
a matter of indifference.  In the word of noise artist, Jessica Rylan, there is 
“enough unpredictability that you really have to focus on it.”  For some 
peculiar reason now that the basket no longer has a utilitarian purpose, I 
want to turn it upside down.  I can’t keep my hands off of it.  It has the right 
feel, pulverized twigs washed of dust.  In inverting the basket over my head I 
find myself peering into a bowl.  The form of the universe as it is sometimes 
identified, experienced, and depicted, with the celestial bodies pouring out 
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of it in a felicitous arrangement, as already remarked, is that of a bowl.  How 
blue it makes me this is only a description located on the inter net of a 
vastness that might be described otherwise.  
In another scenario a basket is standing at the side of a person who eventually 
stoops over and reaches into it.  It is a deep basket made of strong grasses, 
which are said to be recently disappearing from or taking over the earth.  The 
person’s arm disappears inside it including the shoulder up to the lower part 
of the neck.  Then the other arm submerges into the basket’s interior.  With 
both arms submerged the person is now in a less distorted more symmetrical 
position stooping and squatting then rising slowly, working against the clock 
time one is accustomed to when watching another perform a task.  All of 
the actions appear to administer time differently so in regarding the object, 
which is here an activity, the one metaphorically speaking goes from one 
time to the next.  A door appears to have closed on the time from which 
one had entered and one is in a different time, slowed down but cast with 
historical overtones that become increasingly unnerving.  For a moment it is 
unclear whether or not this is a piece of music or something else, then for a 
little while things seem to proceed in a narrative fashion.  
Together hands pull out a head.  In some of the major religious cultures 
such a head could easily be associated with St. John:  this could be the head 
of John the Baptist, yet another version in an almost numerically exhausted 
sequence of versions, one predicated on so many horrific events its tragedy 
has been in a sense diluted just like the wishes get diluted when a new star is 
found.  The more familiar of these so-called new stars is Salome.  There are 
yet others, less familiar new stars, more new stars than planets actually, and 
these are identified by number letter combinations not much different from 
passwords that unlock your bank account in virtual space.  
A little thought that no longer required a bank account made the following 
claim:  Salome was heard calling out for the head.  The head was hurled 
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toward the star.  It was caught in a gravitational event and has been circling it 
for a long time.  We have been living on it for a long time.
Later generations of artists revise the mythological narrative, a challenging 
task.  In the case of St. John of the Old Days there is no normality to usher 
in death.  Rather than time passing in its jagged cyclical hedgehog manner, 
drama with its television arc ushers in death.  The glow of the pre-digital 
dramatic arc-way, the effect of which has not yet been surpassed by new 
technologies, is able to install death on anybody as it maps onto certain 
primary fascinations related to flesh and bone bonds we have not been 
able to shed in spite of all the increase we have known and sacrifices we 
have beheld and narrated.  Sun Ra complicates this logic condemning such 
fascination as disregard for the other in the following comment repeated 
from the bible, “I have no pleasure in the death of him that dies.”  In his 
living language of death thoughts, there is no longer any difference between 
living, language, and death in spite of the commas here used to separate these 
words in a series.  Pleasure is removed from the scene of death.  Pleasure 
removed from death leaves the person without a basket standing next to 
death, unequivocally inhabiting the scene of death.  I have pleasure in the 
life of she who lives within the scene of death, the scene that she and I find 
ourselves in.  Even so, the connection between life and death is obscure 
because she and I are in it.  Outer space whirls beyond us in the scene.  She 
and I look at each other in wonder.  Are we to remain rooted here while 
other glorious events transpire without us?
When one considers the conditions under which normality is death, what 
does one think? Does one think living a normal life itself is death? Does 
it mean living a normal life sucks the life out of things around it?  Does it 
mean, psychologically speaking, in living a normal life one is dead to the 
world? Under what conditions would one be dead to the world in living a 
normal life?  What does one envision when one thinks “normal life?”  What 
do the people in the city the suburbs the village the rural zones like those 
currently in Ga—and so many other places and future places—even here 
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in the most sheltered place of all at the scene of death—with the buildings 
and houses in ruins the water once flooded now stolen and drained into 
environmentally destructive enclaves think of the term “normal life?”  If 
there is no longer any normal life available what is normal life?  Is the no 
longer normal life now normal life?  Does one want to reclaim what no 
longer exists?  Does this mean death is over?  That she and I have entered 
the territory of drama, resurrection, and myth as the only life, which is 
extraordinary?  As if one morning we held our bowls upside down over the 
sink to wash them and a universe of celestial bodies poured out of them and 
we, Death and I, were instantly transformed into meaning making creatures 
whose objects were the products of our bewilderment?
The faith inculcated by our bewilderment is a thing we dwell on or in, 
depending on the structures of our belief, whether or not we are skeptics or 
heretics or fast food addicts or redactions or green redheads or accords or did 
I mean upright fords as the doctor would have it if you live in the Detroit 
area or hoop lovers or people in Dearborn who according to The New York 
Times contentiously imitate the irresponsible discourse of its coverage of 
Sunnis and Shiites.  It has been observed endlessly by those who watch such 
things, the observers of such things, that you cannot nail down this faith, that 
it wanders in the regions of the human being inaccessible to treatment and 
that those who dwell on faith, who think about its ludic aspects rather than 
immerse themselves in it, those being the ones who dwell in the faith, as if it 
were the only habitable environment, often appear to each other as daemonic 
species who have come down from different planets to inhabit the earth, to 
girdle and squeeze the earth as a lover might, one who does not understand 
the strength of its embrace and who with more enthusiasm than the other 
can bear, encumbers too much of the body, turns what might have been love 
into a choke hold.
What one experiences as an embrace another might experience as a death 
grip.  This has caused severe problems here on the sites of solid ground, as 
our issues around spirituality are continuously exploited by those who can 
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and do have the power to invade us and bomb the shit out of us whoever 
we are and wherever we happen to be.  Our anxieties about our differences 
and their threats to our ludic behavior and immersive commitments have 
taken up so much of our time and space we can sometimes fail to notice 
the ground we walk on.  One is the dirt as one steps on it.  Withstand the heat 
successfully.  We sing these passages so we do not fail to acknowledge our most 
immediate material realities, our object status, our target-ability.  These songs 
help us redirect our attention to responding effectively to the real or shall we 
say more comprehensive attacks, those relying on an endless circulation of 
delusion across vast territories of the world.
When one regards a certain made thing, which can be a song such as the 
song whispered above but which is now here an object, let’s call it a soft 
corpse recomposed in light fabric, the object draws the attention away from 
and toward communication.  The soft corpse is aesthetic to a degree.  The 
fact of the corpse being a corpse rather than a symbol of a corpse or a corpse 
in a narrative context has been illuminated, to a degree.  One looks at the 
soft corpse draped in something pale and elegant but with tears in the fabric 
here and there.  Under the torn fabric is fabric, we see the corpse is bloodless 
to a degree.  The psychological effect of our cognizing the object as a corpse 
is we observe the missing blood of the corpse in our thought.  Our thought 
supplies blood where we perceive none.
In other words, the thoughts are not bloodless.  We are not a bloodless and 
cutthroat people.  We understand even in distance from the wars the fact of 
atrocity.  The object entrusts this fact to the viewer.  It is not certain what 
the viewer will do with this trust.  Sometimes people want to be certain 
“what the viewer will do with this trust.”  In this case the object is dismissed 
as inadequate or attacked for its complexity and its meshing of aesthetic 
with social concerns.  If you can’t trust others’ response to the object then 
you better make their choices clearer is an edict we have known.  But if you 
make their choices clearer then the object loses its blood, the blood that is 
in the thoughts of the viewer.  If the viewer loses her bloody thoughts what 
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then?  Furniture?  We can’t infer much more about her without going very 
far out probably too far out on a limb.  You and I can therefore pause for a 
moment, initiate an illicit strike in the forgone conclusion of our intimacy, 
live a little longer.  Still alive is the motto of the mildly conspiratorial living 
that has molded us into the delicate creatures we had hoped to become.
This is the beauty and the paradox of the aesthetic artifact called a corpse.  
A theory or language might tell us there is no difference between, let’s say, 
a depiction of a corpse in a photograph in a war zone and the artifact of 
the body, which has been made into what we call a work of art.  Language, 
which for some is not suspect, shows us the work of art is to be suspected.  
Language says the corpse is a corpse.  It cannot distinguish between one body 
and another, therefore the photographed corpse in a war zone is a universal 
corpse:  we all die.  Death is inevitable even if, as we can see, this particular 
death was violent:  it came too soon.  We know this and you and I are still 
alive mastering what is literally true.  However the made form, having never 
lived, is beautified.  Death has become beautified.  The beauty of the object 
betrays the universality of death.  Many come here to see this to observe 
these things to prevent violence from falling into the hands of beauty and to 
protect war from its associations with death, as these associations, like those 
you and I enjoy in our nondescript day going about things without notice, 
also have their conspiratorial features.  It is true we have come to know one 
kind of conspiracy through another.  The conspiratorial feeling, its skin-touch 
and verve, has been tossed into a different salad, one served around the world 
but not in my backyard where I have already eaten.  
So many elements have been added to our discourse I can hardly brush them 
off as if they were flies feasting on the sweat of my brow or the rump of my 
dog.  However, this is not the function of the aesthetic object.  The purpose 
of the object is to produce a thought response and a somatic response 
simultaneously intertwined, along with an aesthetic response.  The made 
corpse is beautiful:  this is the aesthetic response.  The made corpse, an object 
that represents the body, is also beautiful in our thoughts.  The human body 
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is an object of beauty and even in death it is beautiful, even as it is and is not 
a maimed thing.  (Some people claim the human body is only beautiful in 
its most ideal forms but this is something I have never personally been able 
to corroborate).  We hold this to be true just as we have held and desired to 
hold other bodies to our own.  Nearby and under siege, and forgetting where 
the others are and who they are but falling into our likeness, we sometimes 
repeat ourselves in the manner of sheepish clichés under trees’ shade falling 
on each other while making their distance known to those who graze up 
the slope.  Sometimes the enterprise is lonely.  There is no other body to 
hold and even though we forget many things we do not forget what it is to 
hold and be held.  Yet I supply a contradiction in respect to the numerous 
occasions in which I have heard the phrase, “I had forgotten.”
The artist may have been lonely when she made this beautiful yet deformed 
body.  The body is placed such that you can sidle up to it.  It is available for 
viewing somewhere in a public space, a gallery or museum or park bench or 
sidewalk, on the ground next to your feet or in an open market.   
Imagine a beautiful luminous soft voile fabric in a variety of green blue 
purple red and yellow hues that tend toward but do not remain always in 
the pastel registers.  You feel you are looking at the contents of a garden 
suspended in the air and shot through with cloud effects.  Earth also supports 
the sky and visa versa, including rain.  These are tones.  All of this is formed 
with the help of some delicate wire supports inserted into the figure of a 
corpse.  The corpse has a plastic quality as it lies there in peace.  Imagine that 
you could hold its hand and it might squeeze yours in response.  Or perhaps 
you could move its leg to a more restful position, perhaps the most restful 
position, which is the position between longing and defeat.
In my survey of this most significant landscape of the human soul, its form 
as the thing it is not, I find at the bend of an arm a not insignificant tear in 
the fabric, which is also the same thing as its actual substance.  There is no 
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difference between voile and skin.  On the left side of the neck under the 
ear between the jaws and the collarbone is another tear several inches long.  
One finds another tear at the pelvis and one just above the foot.  These tears 
are where the blood was let.  These tears are the imperfections opening the 
object to the mind.  Without them there would be no beauty or blood.
The artist took out her small pliers.  She cut wrapped and formed some wire 
stretching it to the length of a full human form.  She stuffed and wrapped 
the form with fabric until the colors began to communicate, one with the 
other in shifting locations spilling from the thoughts words and perceptions 
of the artist through her hands which could do things even a perception 
in isolation could never manage on its own as the hands were extended 
and could go further out could range with greater fluidity than one could 
infer from something that had already been decided.  The hands made the 
decisions with neither words in mind nor an object derived from them unless 
one backs into the anterior zone of the already given form produced by one 
thing leading to another and carving out a name for itself.
Then she took out a small scissor and, snipping lovingly, opened some of 
the fabric.  In the opened spaces she pulled with both her hands until the 
fabric split irregularly.  She did this in several other places, snipping the fabric 
then performing a reverse dressage, with her fingers tugging open the fabric 
threads such that the body itself was torn in parts visible to a viewer.  She 
said she did this because there were so many bodies before this one to have 
been torn.
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Cabin Pressure
Yes.   A stranger asked me to carry something
on the plane.   No, I said no.   Yes, it 
was ticking, it was melting, it was on
fire and I touched my tongue to it lightly  
to see if it’d stick.
I’d seen her before.  Each time I flew 
she appeared, begged me to carry one small 
thing, just a thing, a harmless thing.  
What’s inside?  Best I don’t know.  
Medicine for a friend, letters to her 
mother.  I didn’t like the way it looked, 
each time different.  Sometimes a 
simple wrapped box, maybe another time the 
shift knob from a Datsun I drove 15 years ago.  
Once it resembled nothing more than a 
complete boxed first season of La Femme Nikita,
still in its original shrink wrap.  Only 
one time did it appear bomb-like, all
wires and LEDs, sweating, gelatinous, 
poisonous, pulsing.  Like a heart, 
my heart, her heart she said and giggled 
nervously.  What was I to make of this?  
Fall back on protocol.
She thrust the package at me and I recoiled, it fell
and the earth opened to swallow it.  Or
it bounced like a rubber ball.  No, it broke
into a thousand shards that reassembled instantly
in the shape of a star and crescent.
I wasn’t like this.  
Return to my seat.
Stow the tray table.
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Later, aboard the Boeing 767 or Airbus A330 
I’d think, what would have been the harm?  
Then I’d recall her instructions:  request
a window seat forward from the wing and 
gently place the package against the 
cabin wall.  It was always the word “gently” 
that nearly convinced me.
For years she came to me with 
this request.  Appearance?  She was 
always covered:  full burqa, dark glasses, 
surgical gloves.  Usually carried wire snips.  
Bit her nails.  Once she let me rest my open 
hand on the flat part of her chest.  I felt 
machine hum, heard modem screech, 
cabin announcements, free ringtones.  
I inched my hand slowly down her
front and felt softness, smelled burning rubber, 
may have passed out briefly.  Could she have 
placed a foreign object on my 
person then?  Sure.
You won’t find her.
I won’t help you.
You can’t make me.
I was confused but now I have a plan.  
Fly and fly and never come 
down again.  Let people on the 
ground handle the money part, I won’t 
touch it.  I’ll board a flight, find my seat, 
sit patiently until we reach cruising altitude.  
Place my hand gently against the inside 
of the plane and wait, listen.
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Bring Us a Souvenir from the 
Next War
In Antwerp this afternoon the Museum of Anesthesia,
the reason one goes to Antwerp, is closed.  A way 
to translate nowhere into nothing and the inhalation 
of it becomes a boon, a freak rush around the sun.
The diagnosis is cracked emphasis but the prognosis 
is a coming together, niceness and considerable 
kissing in the neighborhoods.  We still can’t know
anyone but we have a way of not minding not knowing
and you must be glad the numbness overtaking 
your legs isn’t reading on your face.  Europe looks huge 
but we’ve done bigger.  Each day people in restaurants
order the wrong things.  On the wooden door you see
    a small gold sign.
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Birdwatcher 
Let me be bleak and indiscreet,
my fiery throat traded for scorch
long ago, my journey north—mating, 
mothering—done.  I miss
my estrogen, engine I smashed
into palatial pleasures to make a wreck
of kings. 
        Am I to believe
these rubies, mauves, a fanfare
of wingbeats in a tree as she flies out—
her Ladyship—are enough? 
That I should nibble henceforward 
on hope the crumbled eggshell I scattered
will boost her calcium?
A snarl of hair I tossed
from my brush for her nest
might be snatched up
on her filching spree
with stems and milkweed fluff?
What kind of ingrate am I,
colors muted for fall, song chipped
into chits with no more melody,
that I would miss this day?
        Where would I be?
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Hate
It is the good China set
with gold trim and ornate, hand-painted
middle-fingers fleshing out the border.
Like chastity, it believes in waiting for someone
special.  It is deep and potent when it comes
to entwine its mark before consumption. 
Not a bleep in the media for its declaration
nor soap in the mouth of the child who speaks it.
If aptly directed, the word begins to seethe.
It become like a gun in this way, permitted
to be aimed at stupid school work, a revolting
shade of red, a meandering raccoon, or a smiling
soldier, dressed in the clothes of the enemy.
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Oda del Gringo
You were the words I knew not how
to speak, O Spanish-English dictionary!
You were closest to my corazón, nestled
in my breast pocket.  O lexicon of language
did you tumble down the side of Monte Perdido?
I would give anything for just a page
of your phrases when señoritas whisper to me
en la noche, “No hablo Ingles.”
O dollar to peso conversion chart
flirting with the glossary!  My fingers only
wish to trace your ink sprinkled
flesh as I stand before this open
ventana of white light.  Fingers
without you, fingers pointing to pictured
enchilada then back to wallet.  A five
dollar bill slides from my grip.
Overcharged, without you.
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Talking Points
Nothing as white as the stacks of paper, collating in private.
My boss is as we attempt to resemble one another 
in the washroom, drying our hands under different blow
dryers, but in exactly the same way.  It’s like the fact that
my state school education and his Ivy League diploma
don’t matter at this moment.  I really like him this way,
pedestrian, trying out his lines for the board meeting,
cinching the knot in his tie, blinking heavily while
staring into his own eyes.  He’s sheen, like I’ve seen
it before, lustrous, impossibly unflawed, clean shaven
in a way I’ve worn out a wife trying to replicate,
he’s got his expectations, sure, in triplicate, and for
the first time I understand the burdens he carries.
One might say they’re on fire right now.  His wife
doesn’t believe a word that comes out of anywhere
he might find to utter forth.  His children play 
lacrosse like the dead, lusterless, uncaring,
so ungrateful.  I would take a bullet
pointed memo for this man, any directive.  Drive a stake
in his heart, I dare you, watch as the track lighting flickers,
hear the rumble in the cooling vents.  When I say he’s 
the embodiment of the new Gothic, I don’t mean he’s ruins.
Now as the war unwinds in its corner office, 
we go arm in arm with our due diligence, teeming
with facts, the desert sand blown into a smooth conference table of glass.
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I don’t want to go
there; cosmic ashtray
the money she’s spent 
on those lungs
and now I can’t avoid
the trains
my secret life has surpassed
me; expects me
to just be me
inviolate frond
love me forever, love me
render the meat
with delicacy
this is going down
in my history
as a worst day ever
kind of thing
mumble mumble
publish publish
every stray thought now occupies
the precious server space
some wine, white, the server’s
recommendation
now she’s addicted to 
redacted
too, and when a specific
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kind of 
sadness
erupts in her veins
blotto / incognito
eyes half shelled
paris no longer necessary
just a string tied
to her finger
and how it lingers
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from Above The Leaders
There is a child or animal whose children or litter have been taken from her.  
She’s grieving near me on the bed.  I’m stroking her fur, though her loss 
is thought normal.  It’s before a group reading of  Whitman’s poems, 
a poet’s refusing to read a key poem:  “You’re only thinking of yourself 
not the reading or Whitman,” I say.  A woman agrees with me sadistically, 
because the poet is a man.  It will take two rooms to do it, is that 
possible? he asks.  Let the organizers deal with that question, I say.  
I’m supposed to read an excerpt from “Song of Myself ”; the editions 
I’m given are faulty: one editor has turned it into prose, someone would do that. 
When I walk towards the podium two men in suits are conversing at the mike, 
I can’t get close; there are only suspended planks for me to stand on; the men 
never leave their positions.  Do you hear me calling I have come back to you 
a tall woman.  Do you hear me calling?
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An orange light in fog.  I promised myself to remember,
        this morning, but where?  It
flashed on and off.  Someone stared at me, why?
The old man talks to his dog, the other man talks to his
ear; you can talk to anything.  It’s gray, inside me       my panic
is dull.  The light so owned, so
can I still address it?  If you don’t use these
words, you aren’t here.  I had to accept everyone all night
for I was dreaming, but in the dark-gray morning, 
I will a distance between; I don’t have to see you.  
Remembering, isn’t that like seeing too? 
Or seeing rue Faubourg-Poissonnières for several
simultaneous blocks in my mind:  concentrate on the
        librairie/newsstand
And the boulangerie, where she ‘has no luck.’  She saw me
overhear her and laughed.  She knows we both have no luck.
Lost the light, back there again, did I?  Orange, flashing
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Sexuality stalks the duplex still has been projected onto its cellular 
walls since one’s divulsive childhood.  Is it inherent?  The eager boys ask.  
They will conduct a study funded by a pharmaceutical casino:  cash
determines your biology; all you ever remember the pattern of the moonlit
neurons as one pale hoax or another floods the dome with silver.  Believing
that she must present evolution with a climax, but they hate her
tearing down her two-faced banners no one wants to be in the same film
with a woman.  Why don’t you like my tall crepuscular body?
It is detestable portraying your temperament as if you arranged for it
 Why didn’t you want to wear Our Lady’s ovary
 respected shampoo daguerrotype
 or jewelled dreads personal appearance’s duty
 the advocate’s coat is blown open so she can die with breasts,
I leave the Depression for Phoenix; I carry an illusion for the winner of
industrial poesy’s golden glob, regarding the sanctified award through her
breath.  Stomp down the aisle, maya bolts clicking shape my expressive
brain in the shadow ermine woman echo from dinner
Not seen one real form since before the Captivity.
St. Thomasina Aquinas.  I will prove that your torment is god
outrageous terroristic memory stripping the seedpearls from his clitoris
He is asking you for a match.  I don’t have a match.
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I have black skin and gold oval glasses my fellow travellers gold frames my eyes
I will have black money.  Plum skirt jewel clasp in hair
spangles on citizen civilian wire hair in Words, I am your word, my seeing framed
in ancient France I have come from France and Africa
bronze plum clothes under dark coat pearl earrings at ten years old to tell you I
        am the Word.
Let me praise my beauty, it is intellectual all you city, it breathes
meritoriously, justly, out towards you
I’m a precipice and may fall—within myself; you vainglorious insect together— 
thinking you know.  I am Word and Know.
Grass and panorama, ghostly temple of the true luminous seeing, pale and tall
behind layered woods the real city must be entered.
I dream I become your provoker, your nobly clashing orator
as I stand in the métro whispering the phrases of It is Forbidden signs.
It is forbidden to be infinite.  But I am.
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In this world it appears that you must manipulate
chances in life.  But there is another force, colorless, part of the transparence 
between us and what is thought to occur.
So she contends that a certain computer poker machine ‘plays.’
I walked through the glassine medium wondering what my new fate was.  
All the blues CDs at the table, all of my blues CDs have been sorted.
The table is washed, some suds cling to it, fates washed away.  There is a junky 
at the table.  I am a feminist, he is a junky
no I am Fate by now, though I have previously been fated
I am transparent.  I’m clarifying your actions by creating a clear
medium for them to be named in.  Do you want to meet me?  
We are probably connected,
you didn’t choose to be a member of a mafia, but now you have gunned
down scores.  The comedian who died more than eight years ago of an overdose
will appear on billboards advertising drug treatment I want you, featuring his large 
form “It wasn’t all his fault.” Offered the childish toys of a moment’s immortality
which anyone is in but may not see without the drug that, tangled in the clear
Fate of each moment’s lack of linearity, results in the death you were going to die.
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A man followed me this morning from métro Jaures.  Got on train and 
        took seat beside
me leaning into, engulfing with pale red down jacket—this not a poem,
He had a black eye was angry and played understatedly with crotch—followed
me onto train at Louis Blanc though I walked far up the platform
to get away from him, he entered my car as I sat down next to much younger
woman in black reading book but when she got off at Gare de l’Est
he sat beside me, left train when I did at Poissonnières my 
home stop I eluded him there I’m still frightened of his swollen eye and rage 
which means rabies in French.  But these are words aren’t they?
And your dress a progressive cloud I wore mud-spattered
running pants.  Where else would I howl out you are a stump an odor of shadows: 
Doesn’t Whitman, that ass, know how this feels, or that little creep Rimbaud
Or any pompous disenchanted journalist aren’t you hot Blair’s England?
The woman conducted herself with too much feeling; incorporate mood
into purely scintillating phenomenology.  We don’t want to hear any more of your
fabulous stories.  Pointed with cobwebs all over the collapsing temples
of literalness, an insufficient generation.  Any grief is stupid, there’s still so much
        theorizing to do 
between beats.  I hardly heard her.  Isn’t she in love with you?  Anyone must be.
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I Wanted More Than I Could 
Steal
Instead the opening, the end, the tunnel 
through which the breath passes alone. 
Animals shoulder the glossy, pubescent 
light.  There, between the stacked pages 
& the clean press of our jeans, the future 
is a passage closing in pornsong.  There 
you dig, you cover the space under moss. 
You anticipate your meals like a spider. 
Arrival is not the great seizure of hands, 
devoted pure, & we could not always save 
the pages from rain.  The morning just so, 
our smiles start on lovers, the simple, 
the scenery as we descend the new valley.
Are we asleep or has this world expired, 
exits without structure?  Worldly a week, 
we browsed magazines:  this explains
the absence of our skin, a softness so great 
we please the day steaming south.  Nothing
of our eyes, which continue as a corridor 
continues.  We’re sleeping, we’re asleep,
we mouth our wet trampoline, white legs, 
white thighs, the plea of white cotton there. 
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You, who could be so cruel & not simply 
in our dreams.  For this we look as if looking 
to our god.  We were worldly, we were weak. 
Pornography explains the unhappy paging 
of our hands, our smiles now boats drifting 
from the harbor.  From the harbor our train 
leaves to sidle the coast. & our bodies, 
they know nothing of tides nor the surge. 
& you in the early light, not at the station, 
not flowers when our train does not arrive.
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Postcard Writ ten at “The 
Per fect Cup” 
There is a loveliness in small things:
a bookcase
full of suitably old
and tatty books, espresso
in a white egg-shaped cup;
give me
the joyful punctuation: 
a dollop
of cream, while the ceiling fan 
takes a languid turn
around the room, above
the green armchair
with a white snowflake pattern,
and in front of the forsythia bush
the coffeeshop counter boy
with practiced nonchalance,
lights up 
his European 
cigarette.
All the small yellow flowers
 
that ever bloomed
in Chicago are born
in the moment
he blows out the match.
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Songs to Learn & Sing
He was wandering amid obscene
hexameters.  He was wondering about blame 
& maybe some miniature 
golf.  His t-shirt said, FBI: Female Body Inspector
& later there were incidents & 
accidents, a ritual enactment of possession 
or maybe rabies.  First the bulb 
had dropped from its socket & now 
his coffee was getting mocked.  
His t-shirt said, Not Dead Yet & so 
Switzerland became metaphor for sabotage 
or subterfuge, maybe just some shit swept 
under rug.  He tried using the word squash 
as a noun, watched the cloud cover moving
& was, therefore, moved.  Perhaps the colony
had not actually collapsed in all that 
disorder, he reasoned.  Meanwhile his fingers 
itched to chop at logic like a tiny white pill.
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Listing
Seven needles in a plastic pack.
Vertebrae of a gold finch in the pocket 
 of your sun dress. 
A white tricycle missing both pedals.
The habit of striking middle C when thinking 
 of her bank account. 
A grocery list.
List of ingredients to build a consensus. 
List of legal drugs derived from poppies.
List of children who were there before the fire,
 list of children who were there after the fire,
 list of breakdowns.
List of lists:
 steps to becoming a referee in the NBA,
 to believing my skin,
 to reaching first for acupuncture,
 to feeling the monkey-self,
 to asking our gardens for permission,
 to putting my mouth over your eye.
One pedal in my right hand, one in my left.
The bones of the wings on the window sill. 
Instructions for approximating the size of crowds,
 for welding copper, for welding copper
 to crowds.
Reasons to want mobile pipe.
Reasons to suspect we are being watched
 by people who are being watched.
Times when saying “all of the above” 
 should make people on the terrace laugh.
When it is OK to have someone else pack your chute:
     never.
When it is OK to pack someone else’s chute:
     divorce.
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The short list of shapes in which to fold the sky:
 tricorn,
 hexavalent.
Times when it’s proper to recognize the last 
 is a bond: 
   now, 
   over lunch,
   when you are coming unglued.
Questions to ask someone coming unglued:
 does it hurt,
 how about now,
 can I watch?
Questions to ask consciousness:
  why do you like lists,
  why do you remember some things
   and not other things,
  why am I talking to you?
Subtract the list of times your mind      has given you shit 
 from the list of times your mind 
 has given you a peony. 
A list with one item is a rosary bead.
A list with two items a brotherhood.
A list with three items a ménage à trois.
List of actions to take when he tells you he loves you:
   run,
   run back,
   pluck his eyes out,
   stare lovingly into his eyes,
   wash your hands of his eyes,
   decry the ubiquity of blind lovers.
Add to the list of errors that are true,
  “starve lovingly into his eyes.”
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I shake the box of my head because I still enjoy rattles, 
 I am one,
 I am five, I am a fire
 being sent off to school to burn the world down.
List of ways to hug:
    arms,
    parentheses,
    grapes.
When they are offered cool from the fridge on a summer day.
When they are wine.
When the blood says, I know this feeling of being
 slightly taller than myself.
A list with no items is God.
God losing His “On the first day, on the second day” list, 
 getting it wrong, making elephants before continents, 
 guano before bats, adding too many legs, 
 not enough eyes to spiders, scrapping several Earths 
 before this one.
Scrapping this one.
The official list of tumult. 
The list of trial and error:
     you,
     me.
Today, 
 or the list of ways some assembly is required. 
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University of New York and is a CUNY Writing Fellow at York College.
DERRICK WESTON BROWN  is a poet and writer residing in Mount 
Rainier, Maryland.  Currently he is the Poet-in-Residence of BusBoys and 
Poets run by the non-profit Teaching For Change in Washington, D.C.  His 
poems have been published in The Washington Post, Beltway Poetry Quarterly, 
Warpland, Drumvoices, and the Taboo Haiku anthology. 
JULIE PHILLIPS BROWN , a painter, poet, and graphic designer, was 
born in Philadelphia and earned degrees in Fine Arts and English from 
the University of Pennsylvania.  She recently received an MFA in poetry 
from Cornell University, where she is currently pursuing a PhD focused 
on contemporary poetry and poetics.  Her recent work includes Rhetorical 
Theater, a chapbook, and w/rest, a book of prose/verse.
DEBRA BRUCE’s third book, What Wind Will Do, was published by 
Miami University Press of Ohio, and she’s had work in The Atlantic, Mezzo 
Cammin: An Online Journal of Formal Poetry By Women, Poetry, Ploughshares, 
Prairie Schooner, Shenandoah, The Virginia Quarterly Review, and other journals.  
Her second book, Sudden Hunger, won the Chicago Public Library Carl 
Sandburg Award.  Originally from Albany, New York, she lives in Chicago 
where she is a professor of English at Northeastern Illinois University.
RAFAEL CAMPO  teaches and practices internal medicine at Harvard 
Medical School and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston.  His 
most recent books include Diva (2000), a finalist for the National Book 
Critics Circle Award in poetry, Landscape with Human Figure (2002), and The 
Enemy (2007), all published by Duke University Press.  For more information, 
please visit www.rafaelcampo.com.
ASHLEY CAPPS’s  first book of poems is Mistaking the Sea for Green 
Fields.  New poems appear in Black Warrior Review and in the 100th 
anniversary edition of Granta.
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PATRICK CARRINGTON  teaches creative writing in Southern New 
Jersey.  He’s the poetry editor at Mannequin Envy (www.mannequinenvy.
com), and author of Thirst (Codhill, 2007), Rise, Fall and Acceptance (Main 
Street Rag, 2006), and the forthcoming Hard Blessings.  His poetry has 
appeared recently (or will soon) in The Connecticut Review, The Potomac 
Review, Rattle, The Evansville Review, Pebble Lake Review, and other journals. 
JOSHUA CLOVER  writes a column called “Marx and Coca-Cola” 
for Film Quarterly; his most recent book of poems is The Totality for Kids 
(University of California Press, 2006).  His cultural history, 1989: Bob Dylan 
Didn’t Have This to Sing About, is due out from University of California in 
2009. 
MISHA COLLINS graduated from the University of Chicago where he 
studied Social Theory.  After graduating he interned in the Clinton White 
House and worked at NPR headquarters.  He now lives in Los Angeles 
where he works as a film and TV actor.
JEFFERY CONWAY’s  most recent book is The Album That Changed My 
Life.  He lives in New York City. 
WILLIAM COUGHLIN  expects to complete an MFA in poetry at 
Columbia College Chicago at the end of 2008.  His work has most 
recently appeared in Windy City Times and Barn Owl Review.  He lives and 
works in Chicago. 
JESSE CROUSE  is not a flashlight shining on most things; he only shines 
in the weathered years.  He is thankful and tired, for the Columbia Poetry 
Review is both a vessel and a bed for him. 
PATRICK CULLITON  was born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio and 
currently lives in Chicago.  Other work has appeared, or will some day, in 
American Letters & Commentary, Cranky, Indiana Review, The Journal, Tarpaulin 
Sky, and Verse.  He’d almost always rather be swimming. 
TOM DeROMA  is a student in the Undergraduate Poetry Program at 
Columbia College Chicago.  He is originally from Avon Lake, Ohio.  He was 
last published in the North Coast Review.
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DIANE di  PRIMA  is the author of 43 books of poetry and prose, and her 
work has been translated into over 20 languages.  A new, expanded edition of 
her Revolutionary Letters has just been released by Last Gasp Press.  She lives 
and works in San Francisco.
NICOLE-NzINGA DARDEN  is currently pursuing her MFA at Columbia 
College Chicago.  She has been published in the Arsenic Lobster and is elated 
to be published by Columbia Poetry Review.
MELISSA DICKEY’s  poetry has recently appeared in Shampoo, Cranky, 
and The Laurel Review.  She lives in New Orleans and works in the public 
schools.  She would like Ameni to know that this poem is for her. 
TIM DLUGOS  (1950-1990) was a prominent younger poet who was active 
in both the Mass Transit poetry scene in Washington, D.C. in the early 1970s 
and New York’s downtown literary scene in the late seventies and eighties.  
His books include Je Suis Ein Americano (Little Caesar Press, 1979), A Fast 
Life (Sherwood Press, 1982), and Entre Nous (Little Caesar, 1982).  He died 
of AIDS on December 3, 1990.  In 1996, David Trinidad edited Powerless, 
Dlugos’s selected poems, for High Risk Books.  Trinidad is currently editing 
a collected volume of Dlugos’s poetry.
TYLER FLYNN DORHOLT  was born and raised in the Twin Cities.  He 
works and teaches in Chicago, where he is also pursuing his MFA in poetry 
at Columbia College.  
KATE DOUGHERTY  is a graduate student at Columbia College Chicago, 
studying poetry.  Her work has been previously published in Columbia Poetry 
Review.
RICHARD DUGAN  is a sophomore in Columbia College Chicago’s 
Undergraduate Poetry Program.  This is his first credible publication.
STEPHEN JAMES DVORAK  is currently enrolled at Columbia College 
Chicago, with a major in Audio Arts and Acoustics and a minor in Poetry.  
He won the Eileen Lannan Poetry Prize in 2007, and his work has previously 
appeared in Elephants.  
REY ESCOBAR  is an undergraduate student pursuing a BA in Poetry at 
Columbia College Chicago.  He currently lives in Oak Park, Illinois with his 
wife and two children.  His work has been published in Maganda and Lantern. 
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KATHY FAGAN  is the author of three collections, most recently The Charm 
(Zoo, 2002).  She teaches in the MFA Program at Ohio State, where she also 
edits The Journal.  Her website can be found at http://people.cohums.ohio-
state.edu/fagan3//.
NOAH FALCK’s  work appears in the journals Gulf Coast, Pilot, 
H_NGM_N, LIT, and Bat City Review.  Two chapbooks, Homemade Engines 
from a Dream (Pudding House) and The Measuring Tape for the Midwest 
(Pavement Saw), are forthcoming in early 2008.  He lives in Dayton, Ohio.
AMY GERSTLER  is a writer living in Los Angeles.  Her most recent book 
of poems is Ghost Girl (Penguin).
DOUGLAS GOETSCH’s  most recent collection of poems is Your Whole 
Life, winner of the 2007 Slipstream Prize.  His work has appeared in Poetry, 
The Iowa Review, The American Scholar, Ploughshares, online at Poetry Daily and 
Garrison Keillor’s The Writer’s Almanac, on the air at NPR, and in numerous 
anthologies.  After 21 years teaching high school for the city of New York, 
Goetsch now writes full time and is editor of Jane Street Press.
BRAD GOOCH  is writing a biography of Flannery O’Connor for 
Little, Brown.  He is the recipient of a 2007 National Endowment for 
the Humanities fellowship, and lives in New York City.  His most recent 
book: Dating the Greek Gods (2003).  
MICHAEL J.  GRABELL  is a journalist and poet living in Dallas, Texas.  
His poetry has been published or is forthcoming in Southwest Review, 
Rattle, Borderlands, and Tulane Review.  Originally from New Jersey, he is a 
staff writer at The Dallas Morning News and teaches creative writing at The 
Writer’s Garret.
KATE GREENSTREET’s  first book, case sensitive, was published by 
Ahsahta Press in 2006.  Her second, The Last 4 Things, will be out from 
Ahsahta in 2009.  She lives in New Jersey, but you can visit her online at 
www.kickingwind.com.
MARK HALLIDAY  teaches at Ohio University.  His fourth book of poems, 
JAB, was published in 2002 by the University of Chicago Press.
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CARLA HARRYMAN’s  recent books include Open Box (Belladonna, 2006), 
Baby (Adventures in Poetry, 2005), and Gardener of Stars, a novel  (Atelos, 2001). 
Her piece is from a volume of conceptual prose forthcoming from Essay Press.
TERRANCE HAYES’s  most recent poetry collection is Wind in a 
Box (Penguin, 2006).  He is a professor at Carnegie Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
BOB HICOK’s most recent book is This Clumsy Living (Pitt, 2007).
RICK HILLES  is the author of Brother Salvage, winner of the 2005 Agnes 
Lynch Starrett Prize (Pitt Poetry Series, 2006) and named 2006 Poetry 
Book of the Year by ForeWord Magazine.  He teaches in the MFA Program at 
Vanderbilt University and at the Chautauqua Writers’ Institute.
BRENDA HILLMAN  is the author of seven collections of poetry, all 
published by Wesleyan University Press, the most recent of which are Cascadia 
(2001) and Pieces of Air in the Epic (2005), which received the William Carlos 
Williams Award; she has also published three chapbooks.  With Patricia 
Dienstfrey, she edited The Grand Permission: New Writings on Poetics and 
Motherhood (Wesleyan, 2003).  Hillman teaches at St. Mary’s College, where 
she is the Olivia Filippi Professor of Poetry and works with CodePink, a social 
justice group against war.  The photo in her poem is by Robert Hass and the 
artwork “Neptune” by Robert Taplin.
TED JACKLE  is a student in the MFA program at Columbia College 
Chicago.  He enjoys writing poems and being married.  You are holding in 
your hands his first published work (he thinks).
RUSSELL JAFFE is an MFA candidate in poetry at Columbia College 
Chicago, where he is also a Writing and Rhetoric instructor.  He has published 
articles in Chicago Parent and in Pro Wrestling Illustrated, and his poems have 
appeared in The Archives and Ariel.  He likes the mountains and vegetables.
CHARLES JENSEN  is the assistant director of the Virginia G. Piper Center 
for Creative Writing at Arizona State University.  His chapbook The Strange 
Case of Maribel Dixon is forthcoming in fall 2007 from New Michigan Press.  
He received an Artist’s Project Grant from the Arizona Commission on the 
Arts in 2007.
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PATRICIA SPEARS JONES  is the author of Femme du Monde (Tia 
Chucha Press) and The Weather That Kills (Coffee House Press).  Her piece 
“The Brooklyn Song” was included in Song for New York: What Women 
Do When Men Sit Knitting, a musical theater work by Mabou Mines that 
premiered in August 2007.   
KIRSTEN KASCHOCK’s  first book, Unfathoms, is available from Slope 
Editions.  She lives in Philadelphia with Dan Marenda and their three 
children.  Other poems from The Dottery have been published or are 
forthcoming in Coconut, jubilat, Denver Quarterly, and American Letters & 
Commentary.
JAMIE KAzAY  is a California native living in Chicago with her fighting 
fish, Matilda.  She is assistant editor for Another Chicago Magazine and received 
her MFA from Columbia College Chicago, where she currently teaches 
college writing.  She has work in or forthcoming from Mount Voices and 
Northridge Review.
L.S. KLATT  teaches American Literature and Creative Writing at Calvin 
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  Recent poems have appeared or will 
appear in The Southeast Review, Colorado Review, Notre Dame Review, Five 
Fingers Review, turnrow, Phoebe, and Bellingham Review.  His essay “The Electric 
Whitman” is due out in the upcoming issue of The Southern Review.
RON KOERTGE  lives in Southern California.  His most recent book of 
poems is Fever, from Red Hen Press.  His last remaining vice is betting on 
thoroughbred race horses.
DORIANNE LAUx’s  fourth book of poems, Facts about the Moon (W.W. 
Norton), is the recipient of the Oregon Book Award.  Her first book, Awake 
(1990), was reprinted this year by Eastern Washington University Press.  Red 
Dragonfly Press will release Superman: The Chapbook later this year.  She lives 
and teaches in Eugene, Oregon. 
GARETH LEE lives in New Jersey.  His work has appeared (or is 
forthcoming) in The Canary, Denver Quarterly, First Intensity, Northwest Review, 
Pool, and elsewhere.
MEGHAN M. LEE  is originally from Charleston, South Carolina, but 
currently lives in Chicago.  She is an MFA candidate in the Poetry Program 
at Columbia College.
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NINA LINDSAY  is a children’s librarian at the Oakland Public Library 
in California.  Her collection of poems, Today’s Special Dish, was recently 
published by Sixteen Rivers Press, and new work has appeared in Shenandoah, 
Fence, RUNES, and Northwest Review.
CHIP LIVINGSTON  is the author of The Museum Of False Starts 
(forthcoming from Gival Press) and ALARUM: (Other Rooms).  Individual 
poems and stories have recently appeared in Apalachee Review, Barrow Street, 
McSweeney’s, Mississippi Review, and Ploughshares.  He lives in New York City. 
JETT McALISTER’s  poems have appeared in Hunger Mountain, Bitter 
Oleander, Crazyhorse, The Texas Review, and Folio.  He received an MFA at 
the University of Virginia, and currently studies contemporary poetry at the 
University of Chicago.
TODD McCARTY  lives in Boulder, Colorado, where he works as Graduate 
Academic Advisor for the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at 
Naropa University.  His poetry recently appeared in 580 Split.
CHRIS McCREARY  is the co-editor of ixnay press (www.ixnaypress.
com) and author of two books of poems, Dismembers and The Effacements.  
He reviews poetry and fiction for venues such as Rain Taxi and Review 
of Contemporary Fiction, and he teaches at a private high school outside of 
Philadelphia. 
ROBERT McDONALD  lives in Chicago, where he works as the buyer for 
an independent bookstore.  His work has appeared most recently in Boxcar 
Poetry Review, Court Green, Gertrude, 42 Opus, and The Idea Factory.  He is the 
co-author of the book A Field Guide to Gay and Lesbian Chicago.
JO McDOUGALL’s most recent books of poetry are Dirt and Satisfied 
With Havoc, both published by Autumn House Press.  Her work has recently 
appeared in Arts & Letters, The Flannery O’Connor Review, Midwest Quarterly, 
and New Letters.  A native Arkansan, she lives in Kansas City.
DORA MALECH,  by the time you read this, will have returned to 
the U.S. after teaching for a year at Victoria University in Wellington, 
New Zealand.  Odds are she’s reunited with her chihuahua and is 
currently underemployed in the Midwest.
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CLAY MATTHEWS  has recent work in H_NGM_N; The Laurel Review;  
LIT;  Court Green;  Forklift, Ohio; and elsewhere.  He has two chapbooks: 
Muffler (H_NGM_N B_ _KS) and Western Reruns (End & Shelf Books), 
which is available for free online.  His first book, Superfecta, is forthcoming 
from Ghost Road Press in 2008.
TONY MEDINA  is the author of twelve books for adults and children, 
the most recent of which are DeShawn Days, Love to Langston, Committed to 
Breathing, and Follow-up Letters to Santa From Kids Who Never Got a Response.  
Medina’s poetry, fiction, and essays appear in over thirty anthologies and two 
CD compilations.  He is currently Assistant Professor of Creative Writing at 
Howard University in Washington, D.C.
E. ETHELBERT MILLER  is the editor of Poet Lore and the board chair 
of the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS), a progressive think tank located in 
Washington, D.C. 
JANIE MILLER  is a painter and writer living in Wilmington, North 
Carolina.  She has nearly completed her MFA at the University of North 
Carolina, Wilmington, and is working toward the publication of her first 
collection of poetry.  Janie has recently published poems in Cimarron Review 
and Five Fingers Review.
MICHAEL MONTLACK’s  work has recently appeared in Cimarron 
Review, Swink, 5 AM, New York Quarterly, Bloom, Poet Lore, Cortland Review, 
RealPoetik, and other journals.  His two chapbooks, Cover Charge (Winner 
of the 2007 Gertrude Prize) and Girls, Girls, Girls (Pudding House), will 
be published in 2008.  He lives in New York City and teaches at Berkeley 
College.
THOMAS MOWE  has previously been published in Black Clock.  He lives 
in Chicago.
PAUL MULDOON , who teaches at Princeton University, is the author of 
10 books of poems, most recently Horse Latitudes.  He also writes songs for 
Rackett, whose new CD is Resistance (Scamafone). 
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AIMEE NEzHUKUMATATHIL  is the author of At the Drive-In Volcano 
(2007) and Miracle Fruit (2003), winner of ForeWord Magazine’s Poetry Book 
of the Year Award.  New work appears in Prairie Schooner and Tin House.  She 
is associate professor of English at SUNY Fredonia.
HOA NGUYEN  was born near Saigon in 1967, raised in the Washington, 
D.C. area, and attended graduate school at the New College of California 
in San Francisco.  For the last decade she has lived in Austin, Texas with her 
co-editor and husband, the poet Dale Smith.  Together they operate Skanky 
Possum, a small press journal and book imprint, and curate a reading series.  
Her books include Your Ancient See Through (subpress collective) and Red Juice 
(effing press).  A second full-length book is forthcoming from Hot Whiskey 
Press.
ALICE NOTLEY’S  most recent books are Alma, or The Dead Women, In the 
Pines, and Grave of Light: Selected Poems 1970-2005, which won the Lenore 
Marshall Award from the Academy of American Poets.  Notley lives and 
writes in Paris, France.
NAOMI SHIHAB NYE  lives in San Antonio, Texas.  Her most recent book 
is a collection of essays, I’ll Ask You Three Times, Are You OK?  Tales of Driving & 
Being Driven.
TIMOTHY O’KEEFE  is currently pursuing a PhD at the University 
of Utah.  His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Barrow Street, 
Blackbird, Cimarron Review, Denver Quarterly, Pleiades, Pool, and elsewhere.
KATHLEEN OSSIP  is the author of The Search Engine (Copper Canyon/
American Poetry Review) and of Cinephrastics (HorseLess Press), a chapbook 
of movie poems.  She teaches at The New School.
DANIELLE PAFUNDA  is author of My Zorba (Bloof Books, April 2008) 
and Pretty Young Thing (Soft Skull Press).  She is co-editor of the online 
journal La Petite Zine, a doctoral candidate in the University of Georgia 
Creative Writing Program, and Columbia College Chicago’s Spring 2008 
Poet-in-Residence.
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BENJAMIN PALOFF is a poetry editor for Boston Review and an assistant 
professor of Slavic and comparative literatures at the University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor.  His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Conduit, Gulf 
Coast, Jacket, A Public Space, and elsewhere.  He is the translator, most recently, 
of Tworki, a novel by Marek Bienczyk.
CARL PHILLIPS  is the author of nine books of poems, most recently 
Quiver of Arrows: Selected Poems 1986-2006.  He teaches at Washington 
University in St. Louis.
SRIKANTH REDDY’s  first collection of poetry is Facts for Visitors.  His 
work has recently appeared in Denver Quarterly, jubilat, and Coconut.  Reddy is 
currently an assistant professor of English at the University of Chicago.
MEG REILLY  lives and works in Chicago where she is currently pursuing 
an MFA in poetry.
MICHAEL ROBINS  is the author of The Next Settlement (UNT Press, 
2007), which was selected for the Vassar Miller Prize.  His poems have 
recently appeared or are forthcoming in Boston Review, Court Green, Denver 
Quarterly, LUNA, Third Coast, and elsewhere.  He lives in Chicago and cheers 
for the Cubs.
KENYATTA ROGERS  was born and raised right outside of Cleveland, 
Ohio.  He is an MFA student at Columbia College Chicago in the Poetry 
Program.  His most recent writing is inspired by his own personal life 
experience and those of the people around him.  
MATTHEW ROHRER  is the author of five books of poems, most recently 
Rise Up, published by Wave Books.  He lives in Brooklyn and teaches in the 
writing program at NYU.
MARY ANN SAMYN’s most recent book is Purr (New Issues, 2005).  
New work has appeared in The Journal, Field, Meridian, Third Coast, and 
elsewhere.  She teaches in the MFA program at West Virginia.
JASON SCHNEIDERMAN  is the author of Sublimation Point, a Stahlecker 
Selection from Four Way Books.  His poems have appeared in many journals 
and anthologies, including Best American Poetry 2005; Tin House; Forklift, 
Ohio; and Court Green.  He lives in New York City with his husband Michael 
Broder, who, by the way, is quite the gardener.
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REGINALD SHEPHERD’s  most recent books of poems are Fata Morgana 
(2007) and Otherhood (2003), a finalist for the 2004 Lenore Marshall Award 
from the Academy of American Poets.  His book of essays, Orpheus in the 
Bronx, is forthcoming from the University of Michigan Press.  He lives 
with his partner in Pensacola, Florida, where magnolias and live oaks are 
evergreen.
AARON SMITH  is the author of Blue on Blue Ground (Pittsburgh, 2005), 
winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett Prize.  His chapbook What’s Required 
(Thorngate Road, 2003) won the Frank O’Hara Award.  He’s a 2007 Fellow 
in Poetry from the New York Foundation for the Arts, and he lives in New 
York City.  
GARY SOTO  is a prolific author of books for adults and young people, 
including Buried Onions, Living Up the Street, A Summer Life, and A Simple 
Plan.  He lives in Berkeley, California.
JENNIFER STEELE  is a native of Connecticut.  Her work has appeared 
in Warpland, Caduceus, and Beltway Poetry Quarterly.  She holds a BM from 
Howard University and is currently an MFA Poetry candidate at Columbia 
College Chicago.  Her life’s goal is to continue giving the gift of love and art.
JAMES THOMAS STEVENS  is the author of seven books of poetry, 
including A Bridge Dead in the Water and Combing the Snakes from His Hair.  
He is a professor of English and Creative Writing and coordinates the Native 
American Studies Program at SUNY Fredonia.
STEPHANIE STRICKLAND’s  Zone : Zero (book + CD) is forthcoming 
in 2008 from Ahsahta Press.  Her latest collaborative hypermedia work is 
slippingglimpse [http://slippingglimpse.org], first shown at E-Poetry 2007 in 
Paris.  She has recent or forthcoming poems in jubilat, 1913, Colorado Review, 
Bird Dog, Flimforum Anthology, Notre Dame Review.  From 2008-2009 she will 
be teaching at the University of Utah.
LARISSA SzPORLUK  is the author of four books of poetry Dark Sky 
Question; Isolato; The Wind, Master Cherry, the Wind; and most recently, Embryos 
and Idiots.  Her recent poems have appeared in Knockout, Chicago Review, 
and Poetry.  She is an associate professor of English and Creative Writing at 
Bowling Green State University.
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ANDREW TERHUNE  is originally from Memphis, Tennessee.  He 
currently lives in Chicago with his lovely wife and beautiful daughters, where 
he is an MFA candidate in the Poetry Program at Columbia College.  This is 
his first notable publication.
NICK TWEMLOW’s  poems have recently appeared or are forthcoming in 
Boston Review, Sentence, Zoland Poetry Anthology, and Seattle Review.  He co-
edits The Canary, and will serve in the same capacity for Canarium Books 
(www.canariumbooks.org), which released its first title, Canarium 1, in early 
2008.  He lives and works in Chicago.
SARA WAINSCOTT  has an MFA in poetry from the University of 
Washington.  Currently she lives in Chicago and teaches in the First Year 
Writing Program at Columbia College.
JEFF WALKER  is a video artist from Athens, Georgia currently living 
in Indonesia.  His writing has appeared in Magma Poetry, Dislocate, and 
Denver Quarterly, and video work in the London Festival of Moving Images, 
VideoFest Berlin, and the Dallas Museum of Art.
KELLEY WHITE , a New Hampshire native, studied at Dartmouth College 
and Harvard Medical School and has been a pediatrician in inner-city 
Philadelphia for more than twenty years.  Mother of three, she is an active 
Quaker.  Her poems have been widely published over the past five years, 
including several book collections and chapbooks, and have appeared in 
numerous journals including Exquisite Corpse, Nimrod, Poet Lore, Rattle, and 
the Journal of the American Medical Association. 
TERENCE WINCH’s  latest book is a collection of poems called Boy 
Drinkers (Hanging Loose, 2007).  His work is included in the Oxford Book 
of American Poetry, three Best American Poetry collections, Poetry 180, and in 
many journals.  He recorded three albums with Celtic Thunder, and in 2007 
released a CD anthology of his Irish compositions called When New York 
Was Irish: Songs & Tunes by Terence Winch.  For more information see www.
terencewinch.com.
JON WOODWARD  lives in Boston and works at the Harvard Museum 
of Comparative Zoology.  His second book, Rain, was published in 2006 by 
Wave Books.
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SUSAN YOUNT  was born and raised on a 164-acre farm in Southern 
Indiana where she learned to drive a tractor, harvest crops, feed chickens, 
and hug her beloved goat, Cinnamon.  She now lives on the south side of 
Chicago.  Her poems and short stories have appeared in several print and 
online magazines, including Barn Owl Review, Wicked Alice, Verse Daily, and 
The Chaffin Journal.
MATT zAMBITO  lives in Model City, New York, where he edits and 
maintains www.progressivewednesday.com, a social activism website.  His 
poetry has recently appeared or is forthcoming in New Delta Review, Gulf 
Coast, New York Quarterly, and Another Chicago Magazine. 
MATTHEW zAPRUDER  is the author of two collections of poetry: 
American Linden and The Pajamaist, selected as the winner of the 2007 
William Carlos Williams Award.  He is also the co-translator of Secret Weapon, 
the final collection by the late Romanian poet Eugen Jebeleanu (Coffee 
House Press, 2007).  He teaches in the MFA Program in Creative Writing at 
The New School and works as an editor for Wave Books.  He lives in New 
York City.

